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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The idea for this study emerged as a result ofmy own dichotomous existenceas a
student of both creative writing and literature. Moving backandforth between the creative
writing workshop andthe literature classroom, I have observed that the two disciplines
explore substantially different sets of questions in relation to the texts theyencounter.
Standing betweenthe two fields, I have oftenfelt torn. Likea literary critic, I aminterested in
studjdng published works in order to betterunderstand howtheworld of literature fiinctions,
but the questions whichI find most fascinating are the questions whichtypically emerge not in
the discourse of contemporary literary theory but rather inthecreative writing workshop:
How does literature work to achieve its effects? What constitutes goodwriting? What
imnimal structural elements are necessary in orderto craft a poem or storywhich strikes the
reader as complete, satisfying, meaningful? What strategies have established authors used to
give their work power and depth? Towhat extent can anauthor consciously control the
creation of a literary work, or, conversely, to what extent isthe writing process intuitive,
subconscious, non-rational?
My interest inpursuing such questions within thediscipline ofliterary criticism has led
to some awkward conversations withliterature professors, most ofwhomeither
misunderstand my interests outright orelse view such research questions asoutdated
remnants ofaformahst brand ofcriticism which has long since been shelved. At one point,
for example, having failed to locate an interested member ofthe creative writing faculty, Imet
with aliterature professor in order to design an independent study course in the history of
short story form. When asked about my theoretical interests, I carefully explained that I
wanted to study the short story fi-om awriter's perspective, that I assumed authors
constructed stories in order to achieve certain emotional effects, and that I wanted tobetter
understand the evolution ofthe form by noting at which stages ofhistory authors began
employing which stylistic and structural techniques. "So you're a formalist," the professor
said. But I knew that this label did not quite fit, so I tried to articulatehow I had been
frustrated by the formalist essays I had encountered, how it seemed to me that rather than
seeking to understand how storieswere structured, to openthemselves to texts in order to
learn theircompositional secrets, formalist critics tended to begin withthe assumption of
perfect textual unityand then to proceed not to ^alyze the text so much as to proveits
worth, to provethat all aspects ofthe textwhich might appearunusual or out-of-place were in
fact crucial parts of the work's "organic unity." I explained that, instead, the kind of criticism
I was interested inwas similar to the discourse of the creative writing workshop, a discourse
inwhich the readerdoes not assume that the text is perfect but rather seeks to understand
howitworksto achieve its efifects, noting points ofparticular interest or clarity, sometimes
even observing that the text is flawed insome wayand thenoffering suggestions howit might
better achieve its fiill potential. "Youassume the text is flawed? Soimds like deconstruction,"
theprofessor said, and with that unlikely thought I abandoned theindependent study outright,
bemused. It was evident that theprofessor and I were speaking different languages, that I
lacked thevocabulary to properly express my own attitudes and assumptions about literature
in away that made sense to a professional within the discipline ofliterary criticism. Two
things became clear tome in the aftermath ofthat experience: critics think in terms oftheory,
and yet there is no theory to accoimt for the interpretive strategies which creative writers
regularly employ inthewriting workshop.
This lack ofcreative writing theory can be partially explained by the fact that literary
theorists have not gone out oftheir way to understand the theoretical assumptions underljdng
the discourse ofcreative writing, which they tend to view as aseparate discipline ofonly
peripheral interest to the academic study ofliterature. However, perhaps more to the point,
creative writers themselves have ^led toeffectively articulate their own theoretical
assumptions. Ofcourse, the history ofworkshop education is quite brief-although individual
workshop courses had been oflfered at theUniversity ofIowaas early as 1897, thefirst MFA
degree was not conferred until 1941, and it was not until the 1960s that graduate writing
programs began attracting significant numbers of students (Bishop 8). This briefspan could
help account forthediscipline's failure to articulate its own theoretical premises. On the other
hand, however, thehistory ofliterary criticism inthe university isnearly asshort, butthis
discipline has been virtually saturated with theoretical writings. Amore likely hypothesis for
the lack ofcreative writing theory is that while in the field ofliterary criticism theoretical
wntings are considered to beequally asvalid as textual commentary interms ofpublication
credits and thus critics can devote their time and effort to exploring theory, creative writers,
on theotherhand, view such cerebral concerns astheory aspotentially harmfiil distractions.
Thegoalofwnters~to produce the highest quality unaginative literature—is much more
practical than it is abstract, and thus all time spent musing about thebroad theoretical beliefs
ofthefield is time notspent writing. Whatever the reason, however, thefact remains that the
theoretical assumptions underlying the interpretive strategies ofcreative writing as an
academic discipline have riot been suflSciently explored.
The present study is an attempt toremedy this situation by giving formal recognition
to the interpretive strategies typically employed by creative writers. Three main questions
govern my research: Are the disciplines ofcreative writing and literary criticism really as
dissimilar as my informal observations have suggested? Ifso, what specific assumptions do
writers hold which differ from those typically shared by critics? And how, ifat all, might the
interpretive strategies ofthe writmg workshop prove usefiil to the discipline ofliterary
criticism?
Several potential benefits could emerge fi"om this study. For one, such an attempt to
critically exaimne the discipline ofcreative writing might encourage creative writing
mstructors and program coordinators to more openly examine their own assumptions, thus
helping to strengthen and unify the discipline. As Bishop argues in "AHstoiy ofCreative
Writing & Composition Writing in American Universities," such an attempt to acknowledge
the theoretical tenets of the field is long overdue, as "it often seems that creative writers have
moved into the mainstream ofEnglish departments without understanding or reviewing their
own history.., and without reconceptualizmg graduate and undergraduate creative writing
programs" (7). As a result, creative writing programs have evolved in relative isolation. This
study will provide the beginning ofa discourse devoted to broad questions ofwhere the field
currently stands and whether or not this approach is the best one to take. Additionally, this
study might prove useful to literary critics, as it willgive formal recognition to a set of
interpretive strategies which has pre^aously remdned unnoticed in the academic discipline of
literary studies. Perhaps other critics, unfamiliarwith the discourse ofcreative writing, have
been as intrigued as I have with the questions that absorb writers and thus can use this study
to launch a new school ofcriticismwhich explores certain questionswhich have not yet been
recognized as critically important.
My research on this topic comes fi-om two sources: 1) publishedworks by creative
writers and literary critics concerning the nature of literature and/orthe properfunction of
textual commentary; and2) a series ofinterviewswitheight professors in theEnglish program
at Iowa State University. The two sources complement each other well, as the written texts
suggest how creative writing and literary criticism have historically differed while the
interviews help to establish to what extent these differences are still evidenced by
contemporary practitioners of the two disciplines. The first chapter ofthis study will focus on
thepublished literature. Then thesecond chapter will explore theresults oftheinterviews,
noting particular areas ofagreement and disagreement between the disciplines ofcreative
writing and literary criticism. Finally, the third chapter will conclude the argument by
summanzmg the key differences between the disciplines and also suggesting what, ifanything,
the interpretive strategies ofcreative writers might contribute to the field ofliterary studies.
CHAPTER 2, LITERATURE REVIEW
Scholars and Critics
At one point, the prominent literary critics and commentators—figures like Coleridge,
Poe, Arnold, and Emerson—were themselves creative writers. Before it was possible to study
literature in the university, the individualsmost qualified to discusswhat specificworks of
literature mean or why some works are better than others were the same individualswho had
indisputablyestablished their knowledge ofthe subject by publishing their own successful
creative works. Even as late as the 1930s, creativewritingand literary criticismwere
intimatelylinked; Graff suggests that creativewritingwas considered a close allyofthe
discipline ofliterary criticismby the originalNew Critics, figures likeRene Wellek,W^amK.
Wimsatt, AustinWarren, andKennethBurke,who had cometo their university positions "on
the strength oftheir poetry rather than their criticism" (153). However, whengraduate
creative writing programs beganto appearin the university, the disciplines weredestined soon
afterward to go their separate ways. Today, inthecontemporary American university system,
literature and creative writing aretaught asentirely distinct disciplines, peripherally connected
bythefact thatbothdeal with imaginative texts butdivided bydifferent forms ofacademic
training, alternative methodological practices, and separate systems ofvocabulary. As a
result, the roles ofartist and critic have been neatly split: those who write literature spend
their time writing and teaching others towrite, while the task ofinterpreting literature and
determining its significance falls upon a group ofscholars who have been trained mliterary
interpretation and the application ofvarious theoretical approaches yet may have little oreven
no experience with producing literature themselves. Ofcourse, there are exceptions; certain
contemporary figures—Joyce Carol Gates, David Lehman, Dana Gioia, to name a few—have
forged reputations for themselves in the fields ofboth creative writing and literary criticism.
but for the most part these peopleare the exception rather than the rule. At anyrate, while
the fact that the discourse oftejrtual commentary is monopolized by non-writersis not
inherentlyproblematic—after all, simply lackinga background in creative writing does not
prevent an individual from appreciating and imderstanding the literary experience—it has,
however, resulted in an insufiScient explorationofissues relevant to creativewriters in the
public domain ofpublished literary criticism. Whilewriters once dominated the field of
literarycriticism, they have now beenmar^nalized, as virtually the onlyway to gain entry into
the increasingly specialized discourse ofliterary studiesis to undergo trainingin a Ph.D.
program.
The story ofhow the discourse oftextual commentary moved so comprehensively out
ofthe hands of the artisans and into the hands of the academics is linked to the evolution of
university literaturedepartments. AsGerald Graffobserves inProfessingLiterature: An
InstitutionalHistory, fromvirtually the time of then* inception, English departments havebeen
plagued bybattles between so-called "scholars" and "critics." Early scholars, intent on
establishing the study ofliterature as a subject fit for the scientific researchmodelofthe
German university, stroveto make literary studies systematic, concerned withdiscrete,
observable facts, and thus early literature programs concentrated upon such subjects as
philological and historical inquiry. Critics, on theother hand, aligning themselves with the
cause ofhumanism, rebelled against such a scientific mode ofinquiry into literature. As Graff
points out, "We tendto forget that until recently the terms wereconsidered antithetical:
scholars did research and dealt with verifiable facts, whereas critics presided over
interpretations and values, which supposedly had no objective basis and therefore did not
qualify for serious academic study" (14). Scholars, as Graffquotes Albert Feuillerat, believed
that the scientific method provided "a salutary reaction against the vague and unsupported
constructions ofthose who, in an age ofmductive analysis, still believed in the haphazard
inspirations ofmere subjectivism" (143). Critics, on theother hand, accused scholars of
accumulating mindless facts fornoconceivable purpose or application.
Thescholarly approach dominated literature departments until at least the 1930s, when
criticism began togain a foothold in the universities. One figure offundamental importance in
theacademic legitimization of criticismwas Norman Foerster, whose book The American
Scholar was an "all-out humanistic polemic against the scholarly establishment" (Graff 138).
Foerster attacked both philological and historical approaches to literary studies, suggesting
that rather than following the traditional role ofthe scholar, "the task ofrendering our
knowledge more and more exact and thorough," literature departments should adopt the role
of the critic, "rendering our standards ofworthmoreandmore authoritative and serviceable"
(139). Thus, the role ofthe critic involved discussing "standards ofworth" (which would
come tobe interpreted by the New Critics specifically as standards ofaesthetic worth),
suggesting that critics were assigned the task ofevaluating texts, determining which are better
and why, while scholars were assigned the task ofunderstanding texts by referring to linguistic
and historical background.
Foerster, who had argued so strenuously for the goals ofcriticism over those of
scholarship, was also an instrumental figure in the founding years ofthe IowaWriters'
Workshop, which went on to become widely recognized as the leading graduate writing
program in the country as well as one ofthe first organized attempts to study creative writing
as an academic discipline. (Earlier versions ofthe formalized study ofcreative writing had
been attempted byDean Le BaronRussell Briggs ofHarvard "early in the century" as well as
at the BreadloafWriters' Conference [Stegner 47].) Foerster joined the IowaWriters-
Workshop in 1930, and expressed adeep conviction to both literary criticism and creative
writing. As Wabers describes him in his history ofthe program, "A traditionalist in his
defense ofaliberal education based on abroad study ofthe humanities, but arebel in his
conviction that both criticism and creative work should occupy acentral position in higher
education, NormanFoerster was himself a paradox" (71). Yet this "paradox" oflinking
creative writing withliterary criticism proved to become a keyaspectof the program's
mission, which, as Foerster described it, involved "theendeavor of an independent mind to
render clearer some part ofhumanexperience through anyformofliteraryactivity" andwhich
he specifically opposed to the study ofliterature "as if it were a branchofscience" (V^bers
44).
Thisongoing battlebetweenscholars andcritics, crucial in the early development of
creativewritingas an academic discipline, still accounts for manyofthe differences between
creative writers and literary critics today. The "workshop method," which involves "writing
bythe participants, criticism, andgeneral discussion of'artistic questions'" (Wilbers 35), is
based primarily on an attemptto render aesthetic judgments, to discuss literary standards of
worth and apply them directly to given texts. The workshop method wasin its inception, and
remains today, muchmore closelyaligned with the goals ofcriticism thanwith those of
scholarship. Its purposeis not to study, interpret, or analyze creative works, nor is it to
explore background questions oflinguistics orhistory, all ofwhich have traditionally been
roles oftheliterary scholar. Instead, thepurpose ofthe workshop is to evaluate creative
works, to determine what pieces work better than others and to explore as openly aspossible
the criteria imderlying these aesthetic judgments. Begun as a specifically non-scholarly
enterprise, creative writing instruction has remained unabashedly unsystematic, still based on
"haphazard mspirations ofmere subjectivism." As Stegner describes it, the typical workshop
is dominated by fi-ee discussion instead ofteacher-centered lecture, aformat "which, with
luck, may lead to some sort ofillumination orconsensus" (61).
If thehistorical struggle between scholars and critics is to beused as anefiective
analogy ofthe contemporary differences between the interpretive strategies ofcreative writing
and literature programs, it should be noted that the term "literary critic," now commonly used
to refer to individuals who publish academic essays in the field ofliterary studies, is therefore
problematic. Since this is the current term ofchoice, I will continue to refer to literature
professors and scholars as literary critics. However, for the purposesof this study, the
activitieswith which literary critics are typically involved—explicating individual works,
tracking downhistorical sources ofphrases and ideas, deconstructing literary works in order
to arguethe indeterminacy of language, reassessing literatures by historically underrepresented
groups in terms ofpower struggles—are scholarly, not critical, activities. The activitieswhich
the critics originally represented whenfighting to gainaccess to the university—resisting the
moreopenly academic and systematic approaches to literary studies as well as evaluating the
worth ofdifferent pieces ofliterature by examining standards ofvalue—resemble the
coritemporaiy role of the creative writer ratherthan the literary critic, who should, perhaps,
more aptly be called the "literary scholar."
Many creative writers today still exhibit a distrust ofscholarly approaches to literary
study. One goodexample ofthis point oftension between thedisciplines canbefound in
Alberta Turner's Fify Contemporary Poets: The Creative Process. Inan interesting scholarly
study ofhow poems evolve during the writing process. Turner sent a questionnaire to a
hundred contemporary poets. The questions explored various aspects ofthe composition and
interpretation ofpoems: How does apoem start? How does apoem change through the
process ofwnting? What specific principles oftechnique are used to edit a rough draft into a
completed poem? Can apoem be paraphrased? Howmight apoem be taught to anovice?
While about halfofthe poets agreed to participate in the study, these seemingly
innocuous questions sparked an angry torrent ofresponses fi-om several others. One wrote.
This is disgusting. Truly. Don't you see that you willjust reduce everyone to their lowest
common denominator—thus most boring answers? The language you use is out of1984 orthe
CIA" (1). Another complained, "Accounting for things is lengthy, tedious, and finally
incomplete.... I'm afraid it's the intrusion ofmystery in what we do that makes poems
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interesting" (1). Another responded simply, "As a poetmy primary concern is notvnththe
facilitation ofunderstanding. Therefore I am not inclined to answer your questions" (1).
Turner concludes that responses such as these reveal "an attitude ofdistrust toward
thetraditional academic approach to poetry" (2). Clearly, a good number ofthepoets initially
contacted to participate inthis study believed that attempting to answer such questions about
awnting process which isultimately ineffable isnot only fruitless, but indeed even detrimental
to the art ofpoetry. As one poet explained,
It is difficult formeto imagine any worthwhile poem coming from (conscious)
attention to all these things. Granted that any poet will insome way bepaying
attention to many ofthese things inactual composition, too much thinking about what
he isgoing to do ina poem may rob thepoem ofmystery and surprise. In fact, I think
that too much of this kind ofthing might end by drying up some of thesources of
poetry itself (2)
Interestingly, however, while clearly believing that the reductionary method ofquestioning
represented by this study ultimately proves harmful, this poet does concede that there is away
to talk about poems that
adds to and deepens them, that explores the world ofthought and experience from
which the poems emerge, and without attempting to reveal too much. In discussing
my own poems, I tryto dothis, aware that thepoems may besaying things I never
thought ofwhen I wrote them. I need to concede a considerable area to what I don't
know and can't know, and perhaps don't wish to know. Only to imderstand in away I
do not quite understand. (2)
Underlying this answer, as well as the complaints ofthe previous poets, is the assumption
that poetry is mysterious, unexplainable, even irrational. Ifthis is the case, than any
systematic, scholarly approach to understanding it is doomed to fail and might even, in its
mechanistic attempt to do so, end up crushing the life out ofthe process it sought to
illuminate. Instead ofascholarly approach, this particular poet suggests an alternative
discourse, amethod ofdiscussing poetry which also accounts for the life underiying the
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indi^adual poem, for the mysteriousway which poems have of speakingbeyond, even in spite
of, their authors.
Against Poststructwrallism
In recent years, disagreement between creative writers and literary scholars over the
bases ofscholarlymethodology has centered muchmore on the application ofpoststructuralist
literary theories than on philological or historical linesofinquiry. Although the goals ofthe
literary theorists are clearlynot the goals associatedwith early literary scholarship (i.e.,
"rendering our knowledge more and more exact and thorough"), manywriters have perceived
contemporary literary theory to be a dangerous new facet ofthe same old academic study of
literature, filled as it is with specializedjargon and rhetorical moves which make little sense to
anyone outside ofa small circle of specialists. That contemporary creative writers, especially
those who teach creative writing at the university level, tend to remain dubious ofthese
contemporary theoretical practices is virtuallyindisputable. A quick glance through any
randomissue ofa journal devoted to the study or teaching of creativewriting (ofwhichthere
are scant few—Poets & Writers and ih^AWP Chronicle are two notable titles) revealsany
number of complaints about the crimes perpetrated in literature departments: deconstruction,
the use ofliterature for ideological ratherthanaesthetic ends, the destructive tendency to
over-intellectualize a field which should be fimdamentally driven bypassionate emotion and
even awe. Mostwriters are, at best,uninterested inthe discourse ofpoststructuralist theory,
while some, at the extreme, are openly hostile towardit.
In one representative attack of contemporary critical practices, AWP Chronicle editor
D. W. Fenza reveals his distaste ofpoststructuralist criticism mno uncertain terms: "F^,
easy, and titillating ina vague, cerebral way, it isa burlesque ofa travesty ofa farce ofa
substitute ofa dim simulacnmi ofusefiil criticism" (15). While much ofhis argument is
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directed specifically against deconstniction, his scope is in fact broad enough toencompass
the "entire arsenal ofhigh-tech literary theories; NewHistoricist, deconstnictionist, Bloomian,
Marxist, Hegelian, Heideggerian, Freudian, structuralist, Jungian, hermeneutical, archetypal,
and countless permutations" (14). ffis essay builds to a list oftwelve reasons why creative
wnters have disagreed with contemporary criticism, a list which, because ofits broad scope as
well as itseffective encapsulation ofthe bitterness underlying these complaints, isworth
quoting in fiill:
The objections to specialized literary enterprises (NewKBstoricism, deconstniction,
etc.) are many: (1) such critical schools present students with models ofterrible prose;
(2) they teach students the faults ofliterature rather than the virtues, meanings, and
pleasures ofliterature; (3) they evaluate works by political criteria rather than aesthetic
criteria; (4) they denigrate authors by making them seem disposable, besides [sic] the
point, like mere unwitting conduits through which language, society, orthe
unconscious (the real authors) express their latest will-to-oppression; (5) they grossly
inflate the values oflesser works, as the new critiques praise them for being politically
correct, or for being "exemplary" in a questioning ofliterary values that suspends all
judgments so that one work is as good as the next—creating a recommended reading
list so vast that only an immortal, professional reader could make use ofit; (6) they
have turned English departments into secular churches ofidolatry, opportunism, and
hypocrisy; (7) they are so highly specialized that they can only be understood by other
specialists, thwarting possibilities for public debate, estranging the general reader, and
further constricting literature's akeady limited audience; (8) they contribute to the
dissipation ofscholarship by upholding the apotheosis ofsubjectivity over objectivity,
intuition over reason, attitudes over logic, impressions over research, and style over
content; (9) they over-emphasize sex so thatliterature is seen, not through themind's
eye, butthrough themind's crotch; (10) they foster separatism andresentment, the
fighting offascism with fascism; (11) they are dangerously subversive—cultural
sabotage perpetrated by the radical Left; (12) they are ludicrous social and political
failures, unable to subvert or teach due to aninclination to preach to like-minded
colleagues. (20)
The sheer number ofcomplaints provided here reveals that creative writers disagree with
contemporary criticism onmany different grounds, from aesthetic to political to moral to
ideological. And the tone in which the list is written shows that this disagreement has
extended beyond mere iatellectual debate into the realm ofheated emotions, suggesting that
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creative writers feel that contemporary theory is not only irrelevant to their concerns, but is in
fact specifically threatening toward them. Writers believe, according to this argument, that
contemporary critical practices, placing political, intellectual, and moral agendas over
aesthetic ones, are detrimental to literature as an art. Rather than illuminating great pieces of
literature, Fenza complains, critics seek to "humiliate" them, showing that they are fiill of
"evasions, lies, and lies ofomission" (17). Creative writers disagree with contemporary
literary criticism because its mtention is not to understand individual pieces or even to study
how and why literature works, but rather to use existing literature to achieve extra-literary
ideological ends even at the risk ofneglectingor even harming the overall art in the process,
upholding inferior works as examplesofquality literature simply because ofthe political ideas
they endorse and condemningwell-crafted texts for not being "politically correct."
Fenza is not alone in his critique ofcontemporary criticism. Poststructuralism has
been attacked by creativewriters and literary traditionalists alikeinworks likeAlvinKeman's
TheDeath ofLiterature, Harold 'FiomrtisAcademic CapitalismandLiterary Value, and
Frederick Crews's The CriticsBear itAway: AmericanFictionand theAcademy. One
particular creative writer/critic whohas devoted much ofhis career to the critique of
poststructuralist theoryis David Lehman, whoargues inworks likeSignsofthe Times and
"Deconstruction After theFall" that contemporary theory, especially in light ofthe recent
discovery ofPaul deMan's anti-Semitic wartime tracts, "will never again bea harmless
thrilhng thing~we have seen howit canbeused to fiidge fects, obfuscate truths, distort and
mislead" (Deconstruction 5). Hiscomplaints against contemporary criticism aremany, and
closely resemble Fenza's list; theory has become too complicated for anyone outside of a small
group of initiates to decipher; critics assume that communication is impossible, which
contradicts plain common sense asmost people observe instances ofgenuine communication
every day; theory is bemg used by its initiates not as a wayofunderstanding literature, but
rather as a wayof establishing credentials inorderto climb in theuniversity. One ofLehman's
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major points of concern is that contemporary criticism tendsto overshadow the text: "Inthe
past... itwas clear that the duty of criticism was to engage with poetry, whereas today the
idea ofan autotelic criticism has taken hold." He concludes from this evidence thatmany
literature professors betray a "perverse indifference" to literary works, and thus that it isnot
surprising that writers and critics are engaged in an"unhealthy competition" (8).
Asan alternative to the discourse of literary criticism, writers likeFenzaandLehman
perceive the creative writing workshop to bea place "where onecould talkabout books ina
public tongue, and talk about themas if theywere extensions of one's life—books as taligmans
orfriendly accomplices. Inwriting workshops and seminars, stories and poems are spoken of
asworks with meanings, rather than astexts with'endless indeterminacies" (Fenza 20). Other
writers agree that thewriting workshop, asopposed to the literature classroom, isa place free
of acadermc jargon, where the fact that texts can and do communicate can be taken as an
indisputable point ofreference, and where the deep connection between literature and life can
be explored. While this characterization ofthe writing workshop might seem naively Utopian,
itdoes at least highhght a few interesting points ofdifference between the disciplines: writers
assume that linguistic communication ispossible, while poststructuralist literary theory
emphasizes the endless "slide" oflanguage; writers appreciate texts for purposes of
craftsmanship rather than for extra-literary ideological ends; writers perceive that
poststructuralists areindifferent or sometimes even hostile to quality works of literature for
political rather than aesthetic reasons; and writers perceive their profession to befree of
academically elevated systems ofvocabulary. In short, writers have reacted quite strongly
against the political/academic approach to studying literature, an approach they associate with
the discourse of poststructuralist literary criticism.
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The Writing Process
Although most creative writers seem towant nothing to do with poststructuralist
theory, others actually prefer some ofits aspects over those ofstrictly formalistic approaches
to literary study. Specifically, they believe that poststructuralism gives more open recognition
to the arbitrary, mysterious nature ofthe writing process than has been given inthe past. As
Tom Andrews, a poet and teacher ofcreative writing, argues inresponse to theafore
mentionedFenza essay,
I am not arguing that an author's intention is irrelevant or that authors are
"disposable." Rather, I want to acknowledge what Stafford calls the "luck" involved
inany piece ofwnting—the disruptions and stray impulses that work out, the bonuses
that come fi'om play and random association—and towelcome critical approaches that
include the accidental and "indeterminate" ways by which novels, poems, stories,
essays, and plays actually get created. For me this inclusionmakes deconstructive
theories more to thepoint ofmy concerns asawriter than, say. New Critical theories
(14)
Like some ofthe poets cited in Turner's study ofthe creative process, Andrews acknowledges
that the process ofcreating poems is inherently ineffable, determined by "random association"
and "luck," and therefore concludes that a system ofliterary study which attempts to account
for these unconscious influences is superior toone which places the author in supreme
conscious command ofthe text. Similarly, Turner concludes after analyzing the results ofher
survey that the responses of the poets
accumulate evidence to support therecurrent suspicions that poets cannot create
poems, they canonlyedit them, that the precise moment when the emotional reaction
to experience isgomg to fiise experience into anartifact ofwords cannot beplanned
orpredicted but only invited, induced; that too much intellectual manipulation may
stop the process ofcreation; that the greatest part ofcraftsmanship is recognizing what
has happened after ithas happened; that poets as poets distrust and look down upon
poets as critics and that even in telling what they think they know about their poems,
they are imeasy and emotionally sure they must be telling Ues about them. (19)
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As suggested in statements like these, writers are hesitant to accept scholarly approaches
which fail to account for the non-rational nature ofpoetry, a nature inherentlytied to the
mysterious process ofits creation.
Perhaps expressmg the response ofthe typical creativewriter when asked to discuss
the writingprocess, VassarMillercarefully dodgesthe question: "Just as ... it must be more
wonderful to serve Godthanto discuss Hin^ so it ismore engaging to writea poem thanto
describe the process ofwriting it" (114). However, numerous creativewriters haveattempted
to discuss the unpredictable nature ofthe vmting process anyway, suggesting evenwhile
attempting to shed light on the process that literary creation ultimately resists rational
explanation, ^fichael Benedikt, heartily disagreeing with the model of the writing process
espoused by Poe in his famous essay "The Philosophy ofComposition," an essay in which Poe
"credited hunselfwith working out all the details ofhis poems ahead oftime," suggests
insteadthat hewrites "mainly by discovering, eachpoembeing an expedition into my
unconscious" (50). Joyce Carol Oates writes in a journal entry: "Whywrite? To read what
I'vewritten" (163). Richard Eberhart, discussing hisviewof literary creation in hisessay
"How I Write Poetry," argues.
In the final analysis, althoughthere is no final analysis, the deepest things about poetry
seem to me to be mysterious. They go beyond the mind into the vast reservoir and
region of the spirit and appearto be not entirely accountable to reason. I cannot go so
far as to saythat the deepestthings aboutpoetryare irrational, but I would include
irrational perception and components inmyviewof poetry. (20)
Donald Finkel suggests that the inspnation for poems "emerges in flashes rather thanin
logically developed patterns" (147). Anton Chekhov, whenasked about his method of
composition, "picked up anashtray. 'This ismy method of composition,' he said. Tomorrow
I will write a story called "The Ashtray"*" (Prose 228). Linda Pastan, arguing thatideas never
consciously intended tend to find their way into poems through the actofcreation, says that
"you leambywriting. I do thinkthere is morein a poemthanI realize was there as I wrote it.
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Often a reader will be able to pinpoint it in a way that the author couldn't or didn't think to"
(159). DonaldHall, similarly, arguesthat "theact ofwriting the poemis an enormous and
almost unequaled collaboration of conscious andunconscious processes," suggesting that
even inthe act ofrevising first drafts, which is typically viewed as a conscious, rational effort,
"there are always excursions backinto theunconscious. One cannot saythat theunconscious
provides all the content, the conscious all theform.... I write something as I am revising,
and I do not know whyI do it. I do it because it sounds good. Then a day lateror a week
later I mayunderstand what I havedone" (191-2).
Clearly, then, creative writers are concerned withthewriting process, and are also
convinced that theunpredictable and non-rational nature ofthis act influences their perception
ofwhat literature is and howit should bediscussed. Literaiy critics (particularly formalists),
on the other hand, do not typically recognize this aspect of literary creation, and thus someof
theirconclusions strike writers as questionable. Forexample, novelist JoanDidion writes
about an experience withsome literary critical colleagues who wereattacking F. Scott
Fitzgerald's unfimshed novel The Last Tycoon because of its "imbalance" and the "creaking
deus exmachina aspect to theplot." Didion claims that while she agreed with their specific
points of criticism, shestill thought that thenovel was "abrilliant piece ofwork." In the
course ofarguingwth the critics about the novel, she realized that the reason she liked the
novel andthe critics didnotwasbecause herexperience as a creative writer hadtaught her
aboutthe recursiveness of the creative process:
Fmally I realized what the argument wasabout, what the difference in our thinking
was, and itwas quite a radical difference. They werelooking at The Last Tycoon not
as a fi'agment ofa novel in progress but as the first third ofa novel for whichwe were
simply missing the lasttwo-thirds. In otherwords theysawthat first third as
completed, fi"ozen, closed—the interrupted execution ofa fully articulated plan on
Fitzgerald's part—and I sawit as something fluid, something tot would change ashe
discovered where the bookwastaking him. (528)
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Didion concludes that this difference was so fiindmental that it could hardly be reconciled:
"They [critics] saw a novel as a plan carried out. I saw a novel as an object discovered. They
saw the process as an act of intelligence. I saw it as a mystery.. They saw the writer as
someone who has a story to tell and writes it down. I saw the writer as someone who
discovers the story only in the act ofmaking it up" (528).
This perception ofthe text as "fluid," as open to eventual change, is an intriguing
aspect ofcreative writers' treatment oftexts which descends directly from their experience
with the creative process. In the workshop setting, ofcourse, texts are approached not as
finished products, but rather as works-in-progress, pieceswhich carry with them a certain
potentialfor greatnessyet need not haveachieved such potentialin their present form.
However,manywriters also approachpublished texts in a similar feshion, not as "completed,
frozen, closed" but rather as debatable actswhich are open to discussion andsuggestion.
Reading Like a Writer
Richard Ford once said inaninterview that "astory is amanufactured thing whose
purpose isto getyou through it" (Atkinson 56). This statement effectively captures another
assumption which creativewriters bring to texts: even while the creative process isultimately
mysterious, pieces ofliterature are made, not bom, constructed inlight ofspecific standards
ofreadability which have been established by previous texts. Writers thus tend to approach
creative works as constructed objects, viewing the actions ofthe characters, the specifics of
the plots, and the particular words and images as rhetorical strategies chosen by the author in
order to make the piece in some way more readable. Ford elsewhere expands on this notion:
Stories, and novels, too—I came tosee from the experience ofwriting them~are
makeshift things. They originate in strong, disorderly impulses; are supplied by
random accumulations oflife-in-words; arid proceed in their creation by mischance,
faulty memory, distorted understanding, weariness, deceit ofalmost every imaginable
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kind, by luck and by the stresses ofincreasinglyinadequate vocabulary and wanting
imagination—with the result often being a straining, barely containable object held in
fierce and sometimes insufficient control. And there is nothing wrong with that. It
doesn't hurt me to know it. Indeed, my admiration for the books I love is greater for
knowing the chaos they overcame. (65)
In this response. Ford acknowledges both that texts are constructed, "makeshift" things, and
also that the creative process which leads to their creation is fiercelyunpredictable. Thus, this
view denies that pieces ofliterature emerge as the result ofcareful, rational plans yet
simultaneously acknowledges that they are human constructions, pieced together by individual
authors amidst a mixture ofconscious and unconscious influences.
Other authors have also emphasized the constructed nature ofliterature. As Didion
observes.
It is very common for writers to think oftheir work as a collectionofobjects. A
novel, to a writer, is an object. A story or an essay is an object. Every piece ofwork
has its own shape, its own texture, its own specific gravity. This perception ofthe
work as an object is not usually shared by the reader ofit, and seems to be one ofthe
principal differencesbetween writers and people in other lines ofsedation. (525)
This perception ofworks ofliterature as "objects" comes fi"om writers' shared experiencewith
shaping the rough, uncontrolled elementswhichemerge initially in the creative process into
acceptable aesthetic forms. The task ofthe writer is "to give the clatter a shape, to find the
figure in the carpet, the order in the disorder." Crafting a creativepiece involves working
through the "clatter" of various sources ofinspiration, finding the pattern in their
pattemlessness and making ofthis pattern a work ofart. It is certainlynot a matter ofsimply
transcribing the clatter verbatim: "I don't meanat all that this object comes 'naturally,' any
more than a piece ofsculpturecomes 'naturally.' You don't find a novel or a story lying
around in your unconscious like a piece ofdriftwood. You have to hammer it, work it, find
the particular grainofit" (525). Thus, since somuch work is involved to shapethe rough
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materials ofinspiration into finished products, writers are more apt than are readers (and often
critics aswell) to perceive their works asartificial, manufactured things.
This tendency to refer toworks ofliterature as "objects" which are "constructed" by
authors makes it tempting to draw a comparison between this writerly approach and that of
theNew Critics. After all, themethod ofexplication associated with New Criticismwas
based upon amodel ofliterature as aesthetic object. As Wimsatt and Beardsley argue m"The
Intentional Fallacy," a literary work is "detached from the author atbirth and goes about the
world beyond his power to intend about it orcontrol it," suggesting that the text, like a
sculpture, painting, orother work ofart, is a physical entity (1384). The task ofthe critic,
then, was to treat the work ofliterature on its own terms, without regard for historical or
sociological matters, inorder to determine towhat extent the given piece ofliterature worked
as anaesthetic object. So to a certain extent, theassumption that texts areconstructed
objects can beseen as anextension ofthe New Critical aesthetic perspective.
However, while creative writers do tend, like theNew Critics, to focus more closely
on the text than on sociological orhistorical background information, the similarity between
the approaches ends there. In practice, the method oftextual interpretation employed by
creativewriters bears Uttle resemblance to that ofNew Criticism. TheNew Critical method
was deductive, as the New Critics assumed that certain textual features-like ambiguity, unity
oftheme, ormetrical consistency—were necessary inorder for agiven work tobeconsidered
quality literature. Thus, the New Critical practice was to "test" the work against these various
features to determine whether ornot the work measured up. As Graffobserves, however, this
method was problematic because in theu" fervor to establish the complexity and unity of
various canonical texts, the New Critics often presupposed the quality ofthe given work: "It
soon became clear that an explicator using the conventions ofanalysis developed by the New
Critics could hypothetically justify almost any feature ofaliterary work as an organically
harmonious part ofthe total structure" (229). The point ofNew Critical explications was not
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so much to understandhow a givenpiecewas structuredas it was to prove that the piecewas
structured well. As Hershel Parker points out in his studyFlawed Textsand VerbalIcons,
New Critical explicationbecame almost.a game, as criticsvied to use their complicated
analytical system to prove that any text, even those whichcontained outrageous editorial
flaws, weremfact fiiUy unified andharmoniously structured. AsR. S. Craneput it, many of
the NewCritics had taken "thehigh priori road," a method of interpretation "thatemployed
criticalconcepts not as 'working hypotheses,' to be tested against the facts of the text, but as
all-embracing propositions or 'privileged hypotheses' that could not but be 'confirmed' by the
facts, since these hypotheses tautologically predetermined 'the facts' in advance" (Graff234).
Creativewriters, on the other hand, are not interested in this kind ofa priori
explication, as it contributes little to an understanding of how literature actually fimctions and
thusprovides no insights which canbeused to improve theirownwriting. The writerly
method ismore inductive thandeductive; although writers often carry certain presuppositions
about what quality literaturemust accomplish, they are more apt than formalist critics to allow
individual texts to challenge andalter their setsof aesthetic criteria. Thus, ratherthan testing
texts against absolutely preestablished criteria, creative writers more often read in order to
determine what the text can teach them about the way it is structuredto achieve its effects.
They are interested in identifying and evaluatingthe choices the author made while
constructmg the text in order to determine which are effective and which can be used in other
situations for similar effect. When a creativewriter approaches a text in thisway, two
overridmg questions govern the process: 1)Howcanthe elements of this textbepractically
appliedto improvemyownwriting? and 2)What aspectsofthis text are distinctive or
instructive?
Thefirst question, which is the simpler of the two, oftenleadswriters to approach
texts asmanuals describing various practical points ofwriting strategy. Providing anexample
ofthis approach.Ford explains howworkshopshad taught himto "read like a writer":
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Certain books had practical lessons to teach. Nuts and bolts: how to get characters
efficiently inand putof fictional rooms (Chekhov was good here); how to describe
efficiently that itwas dark (Chekhov again); how toweed out useless dialogue ("Hi,
howareyou?" Tm fine, howareyou?" "Fmokay. Thanks." "Good to hearit."
"Good-bye." "Good-bye." That sort ofstufiE). I learned that a good opening ploy in a
novel was to have Indians—ifthere were any—ride over a hill screaming bloody
murder. I learned that When indoubt about what to do next, have a man walk through
the door holding a gun. (57)
Here, Ford suggests that writers can read texts for the very practical purpose ofhelping to
improve their own writing by picking out specific phrases, transitional techniques, orplot
concepts that can be applied in other works. It is interesting to note that in this approach, the
writer makes no claims for the overall meaning ofthe work in question. The point is to
e7q}licate the text not for surface orallegorical meaning, but rather for rhetorical strategy.
Thesecond question—how the structures of given texts are distinctive—is more
complicated butleads to some interesting analyses. Inone good example ofa creative writer
analyzing a text in this way, Vladimir Nabokov summarizes his lecture about Chekhov's short
story "TheLadywith the Pet Dog":
All the traditional rules ofstorytelling have been broken inthis wonderfiil story of
twenty pages or so. There isno problem, no regular climax, no pointat the end. And
it is one ofthe greatest stories ever written.
Wewill now repeat thedifferent features that aretypical for this and other
Chekhov tales.
First; Thestoiyis told inthemost natural way possible, not beside the after-
diimer fireplace as\^th Turgenev orMaupassant, but inthe way one person relates to
another themost important thmgs inhis life, slowly and yetwithout a break, ina
slightly subdued voice.
Second: Exact and rich characterization is attained bya careful selection and
carefijl distribution ofminute but striking features, with perfect contempt for the
sustained description, repetition, and strong emphasis ofordinary authors. Inthis or
that description one detail ischosen to illume the whole setting.
Third: There isno special moral to bedrawn and no special message to be
received....
Sixth: The story does not really end, for aslong aspeople are alive, there isno
possible and definite conclusion to their troubles or hopes or (keams.
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Seventh: The storytellerseemsto keep going out ofhisway to alludeto trifles,
everyone ofwhich in another type of storywouldmeana signpost denotinga turn of
the action... but just because these trifles aremeaningless, theyare all-important in
giving the real atmosphere of this particular story. (Prose231)
One the onehand, thisanalysis of the text is formalistic, asNabokov refers strictly to the text,
not to background biographical information. However, it is also distinct from a typical New
Critical explication because rather than assuming that the story's quality is determined by its
adherence to certain "rules," this analysis instead takes asa fiindamental assumption that the .
story is great (based on the effect it has on the reader) and sets out, from there, to determine
howandwhy it isgreatby inducing which particular aspects of the textmake it effective.
Nabokov does not deny the existence of rules (he even lists three "rules of storytelling"), but
hedoesimply that theserules are hardly absolute, as a story which breaks allof them canstill
be considered "one of the greatest stories ever written." This analysis, then, bases the
assumption of literary quality on the text's effect on the reader, not the text's adherenceto
predetermined criteria. It is also noteworthy that Nabokov's analysis ishardly a scholarly one.
EEs choice of phrases to describe Chekhov's story are the language of everyday conversation,
notthejargon of academia: the story is "told inthemost natural way possible"; "there isno
special moral to be drawn"; "the story does notreally end"; "the storyteller seems to keep
going outofhis way to allude to trifles." Inthewords oftheliterary scholar quoted earlier in
this chapter, this interpretive approach isunabashedly guided by"inductive analysis" and "the
haphazard inspirations ofmere subjectivism." Literary explications bycreative writers
continually resist theneed to make thestudy ofliterary works a systematic and objective
enterprise.
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Evaluation. Not Analysis
As their discipline is based on the concerns ofcriticism rather than scholarship, one
striking aspect of creative writers' treatments of texts is their tendency to evaluate rather than
analyze, to render aesthetic judgment rather than to interpret meaning. Because evaluating
aesthetic quality is such a crucial aspect ofthe writing workshop, many writers rebel against
the now commonlyaccepted belief that literary quality is completelyrelative to the reader or
to the culture from which the given work emerged. In his essay "Reconstructing
Contemporary Poetry," for example, poet Robert Wallace complains that the new selections in
the second edition of TheHeathAnthology ofAmerican Literature fail to efifectively capture
the best American poetry because the editors employed"a racial or ethnic criterion"when
selecting the authors for inclusion (16). For example, among the generation ofpoets bom
between 1931 and 1955, non-whites outnumber whites by a ratio of9 to 1, and ofthe three
white authors selected, all are female (16). Wallace argues that selecting authors on the basis
ofgender and race, a practice based on the assumption that textual quality is relative to
culture, threatens "the mtegrity ofthe art itself' as political criteria come to supersede
aesthetic criteria: "They [the editors] impose what can only, in the end, be called a racist
standard on contemporary poetry and, moreover, rushing into the vacuum ofpostmodernism,
promote both a narrow view ofexcellence and the abnegation ofcritical judgment" (18).
Specifically, Heath's editors show a "preference for easy poems over hard ones, for simple
over complex, for spontaneous over formal, for arbitrary over disciplined. Paying attention
(close reading) is out; the relativismofpostmodern theory (one text is as good as another) is
in" (17). Wallace quotes several passages ofnewly selected poems and suggests that while
some do indeed seem to be of literary interest, others are "merely pious or derivative," and
certain authors are outright "yawners." The selection ofso many poems ofinferior aesthetic
quality reveals that "politicalcorrectness, not literary excellence, is the pomt," that "students.
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ofcourse, are not intendedto engagethese works intellectually or critically, but as an exercise
in ethnicpiety" (15). Thus, this critiqueofcontemporary critical relativist beliefs reveals that
from this creative writer's perspective, literature shouldbe evaluated by aesthetic rather than
political criteria.
Other creativewriters, sharingWallace's beliefin the necessity ofaesthetic judgment,
have soughtto evaluate the currentstate of the art to determine whetheror not contemporary
poets are still producing quality literature. As Fenza suggests, criticismshould serve "to strike
a balancebetweenwhere literaturehas been andwhere it is gomg" (17). Alongthese lines,
Joseph Epstein's essay "Who Killed Poetry?" argues that contemporary poetryis inferior in
quality to modernist poetrybecause "whereas one tended to thinkof the modernist poet as an
artist.. . one tends to thinkof the contemporary poet as a professional: a poetryprofessional"
(16). Thisprofessionalization of the discipline is linked to the institutionalization of poetry
vwthin the university, as graduatewriting programs have ledto smaller, more specialized
audiences and, consequently, haveencouraged the production of formulaic poetry. As a result
ofwriting workshops, Epsteinargues, so much contemporary poetryis so similar that its
formula can evenbe defined: the typical contemporary poemis "a shortish poem, usually
fewer than forty lines, generally describing an incident or event or phenomenon of nature or
workof art or relationship or emotion, mmoreor lessdistinguished language, the description
often, thoughnot always, yielding a slightly oblique insight" (19). Epstein thenparaphrases a
few poemsby representative contemporary poets and states:
A poem, the New criticsheld, carmot be paraphrased, but in.paraphrasmg—
summarizing, really—these poems I do not think I am doing ^em agrave injustice. I
bring them up onlybecause they seemed so characteristic, so muchlike a great deal of
contemporary poetry: slightly political, heavily preening, and not distinguished enough
in languageor subtletyofthought to be memorable. (18)
Because so much contemporarypoetry is so similar, and becausewritingworkshops have
encouraged the production ofa vast number ofjournals devoted to poetry, popular audiences
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no longer express any interest in the art. Poetry is dying, and it is up to the critic to do what is
possible to save it. Specifically, Epstein argues, "a start might be made by decidingwho are
the greatly overrated [poets]" (19). Thus, creative writers feel that through evaluative
criticism, they can contribute to the continued integrity and even survivaloftheir discipline by
monitoringthe field as it currently stands, rewarding those poets who are the most
intellectually and lyrically advanced and revealing whycertainoverrated poets are not
particularly noteworthy.
Along the same lines, poet and criticNeal Bowers argues in "Hazards in the Poetry
Workshop" that writingworkshops havebecomethe primary means for youngpoets to gain
experience, and thus poets today grow up learning not only "the craft ofpoetrybut also the
businessofpoetry" (58). While acknowledgingthat allowing so manyyoung writers to
explore their writing in a place "where poetry is given a kind oflegitimacy it doesn't have in
the world at large" is a noblegoal. Bowers believes "verystronglythat there is a flaw in the
workshop itselfwhich leads to an inevitablesamenessand that this samenesshas been adopted
as the norm" (60). As a result, too much poetry appearingin contemporaryjournals is dull,
bland, and formulaic. The problem. Bowers suggests, lies in the workshop method itself
which teaches students that poetry is "manufactured." The cure for the blandness of
contemporary poetry, then, requires reformation at the level ofthe workshop: "To make
thingsbetter, we must admit that there is aworkshop styleofpoetry and that it has too often
slippedout ofthe factory and into the marketplace before being finished, because the factory
(i.e., the university poetry monopoly) and the marketplaceare often indistinguishable" (63).
Once this is acknowledged, poetry instructors can help reform the workshop by bringing more
literature into the classroom, "not student poetrybut poemsdrawn fi*om all eras and comers
ofEnglish, American, and World literature" (64). By recognizing that there is a problem with
contemporary poetry and by working to fix this problem at the level ofthe poetry workshop.
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' Bowers concludes, creative writing instructors can help to ensure the continued quality and
integrity ofthen- art.
Essays like these suggest that creativewriters are concernedwith aesthetic quality and
that theyconsequently reject the popularnotion that literary quality is completely relative to
the reader. AlthoughWallace, Epstein, andBowersalluse different termmology, allthree
indisputably accept that some works ofliterature arebetterthanothers—that, for example,
predictable, "formulaic," or "derivative" poems are inferior to surprising, original, andheartfelt
ones—and that it is the job ofthe writer/critic to keep an eyeon the currentfield and
determine which poemsand poets are noteworthy andwhich are less so. Thefact that these
writers believe they are fighting for the verysurvival of their discipline lends theu- work a
certain urgency which many literary critical analyses of texts lack. By evaluating the
contemporary literary scene,writers hope to improve the art and thus invitea wider
readership among the general public.
Conclusions
This brief review ofrelevant literature suggests that inmany ways, the alternative
approaches to literature espoused bycontemporary creative writers and literary critics are
analogous to the historical diflFerences between scholars and critics. Creative writers align
themselves with thepurposes ofcriticism, resisting more scholarly and scientific approaches to
literary study andevaluating the quality of texts byexploring and expanding our setsof
acceptable standards ofvalue. Furthermore, writers tend to believethat the evaluationof
literature should bebased on aesthetic, textual criteria, and thusmany writers resist
poststructuralist theories, which evaluate texts for political ratherthan aesthetic ends, threaten
to supplant the authorin favor ofthe reader, and utilize inflated academic jargonrather than
more common, understandable language. Writers alsobelieve that the processofwriting is
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mysterious and irrational, yet simultaneously credit theauthor ofthe textfor shaping theflurry
of inspirational sources into a pleasing aesthetic shape. Thus, creative writers tend to read
texts as constructed objects, interpreting them not for surfacemeaning but rather as systems
ofstructural choices appUed for specific rhetorical effect, choices which might also be
employed in other texts.
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CHAPTERS. THE INTERVIEWS
In order to examine to what extent some ofthe assumptions about literature outlined
in the previouschapter are actually held by currentpractitioners in the field of creative
writing, I held a seriesofinterviews with eightprofessorsm the English programat Iowa
State University. Four professors each from the disciplines ofcreativewriting and literature
volunteered to participate, and in order to preservetheir anonymity, no nameswillbe used.
Thepurposeof these interviews was to determine whether or not the responses of the literary
critics and the creativewriters to specific questions differed substantially from one another,
andif so to speculate whythe responses might have differed byexamining theirunderlying
assumptions. Ifthe literarycritics and the creative writers respondto these questionsin
consistently different fashions, then this vwU provide further evidence regarding how andwhy
the disciplines differ.
I should alsomake clear at this point that I do not intendthis project to be construed
as an attempt at solid empirical research. Due to the broad nature ofthe questions asked in
the interviews, the responses are difBcult to categorize accordmg to a consistent and objective
set ofcriteria. Furthermore, the results ofa studywith such a small pool ofsubjects lack
statistical significance in the face of the enormous numbers ofwriters and critics practicing in
this country, and thus I avoidthe tendency to generalize myfindings to the overall beliefs of
thesedisciplines on a national level. However, the responses to the research questions do
provide interesting anecdotal evidence that many of the concerns aboutliterary criticism
historically expressed bycreative writers are still held today bycurrent practitioners of the
field. Theresults of these interviews suggest that at this specific university at this specific
time, at theveryleast, creative writers andliterary critics do base their textual readings on
differentassumptions about literature.
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Ofthe four literary critics who volunteered for this study, three were women. All four
had earned Ph.D.'s in literature from American universities, and three were tenured. One
professor specialized in Victorian Literature, one in British Literature, one in American
Literature, and one in Medieval Literature. Three critics listed New Criticism as the dominant
theoretical school oftheir graduate training, and all ofthese professors to some extent still
considered the "close reading" practice ofthe New Critics to be a central aspect ofthe
criticism they currently publish; however, while close formal analysis of texts informed their
work, ^1 three ofthese professors also mdicated that their criticismwas rarely limited to strict
New Critical practices. One professor's research tended toward grammatical and syntactical
readings as well as the History ofIdeas, another concentrated upon intellectualhistory, while
the third professor's criticismbranched offinto the more contemporary grounds ofNew
Hstoricism, the redefinition ofthe canon, and feminist theory. The one critic who had not
been trained as a New Critic had, instead, been trained in a variety ofdifferent
poststructuralist theoretical schools^-Marxist, New Historicist, Psychoanal5rtic, Feminist—and
currently publisheswork in the field ofcultural studies. The critics also brought with them
various degrees ofexperience with the field ofcreative writing. Threeofthe four hadwritten
poems or stories in the past, but none ofthem consideredcreative writing a major part of their
current interests. One, who had also taken a graduatepoetry workshop, taught one or two
sectionsofa freshman creativewritingcourse ingraduate school, but suggestedthat thiswas
several years ago and that it was diflBcult now to remember exactly what went on in the
workshop classroom.
Two ofthe creativewritingprofessorsparticipating in the interviews werewoinen and
two were men. Like the literature professors, three ofthe four creative writers had been
tenured. However, theyweremuch morevaried in theiracademic training thanwere the
literary critics: onehad earned a Ph.D. inCreativeWriting, one anM.A. inEnglish with a
creativethesis, one anM.A. in English with a Uteraiy critical thesis, and one anM.A, in
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English with no thesis. Similarly, they had experienced vastly different backgrounds in the
formal study of creative wnting. One professor had taken between fifteen and seventeen
creative wnting workshops, one between eight and ten, one only one ortwo, while the other
had never taken a single workshop course. All of the creative writers indicated that one ofthe
key reasons they had been selected for these teaching positions involved their publication
histories. When asked about the literary theoretical schools which had been dominant during
their graduate training, the creative writers were less certain, but two ofthe four indicated
New Criticism, one indicated amixture offormal and poststructuralist techniques, and one
suggested that questions oftheory had not been as prevalent atthat time as they are today.
Only one of thewnters had ever published any criticism, and none ofthem believed that
literary criticism was a significant current interest.
It turns out, happily, that the eight volunteers provide ideal subjects for participation in
this study, smce none ofthe critics expressed much interest orexperience in the field of
creative vmting and none ofthe writers, sunilarly, were experienced mthe discipline ofliterary
criticism. Therefore, I feel comfortable that each interviewee's responses to these research
questions reflect primarily the assumptions ofone specific discipline.
The interviews were fairly informal and conversational, each consisting oftwo major
sections. In the first section, I asked aseries ofopen-ended questions which encouraged the
subjects to explore certain aspects oftheir own assumptions about the nature ofliterature and
the fijnction oftextual commentary. Then, in the second section, I explored how these
assumptions play out mpractice by having the subjects comment on acouple ofbriefpoems,
one by Bill Hampton, a student author firom Sturgis, SouthDakota, and one byWallace
Stevens, anestablished, Pulitzer Prize-winnmg poet. The rest ofthis chapter will outline the
results of these interviews.
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Section One: The Questions
This section ofthe interviews consisted ofseveral open-ended questions designed to
encourage the interviewees to discuss thenature ofliterature and thefiinction ofcriticism.
Each question waschosen to highlight a specific area which my research suggested might bea
typical pointof disagreement between the fields. The questions included:
• Why does literature exist?
• Do you believe that some piecesofliteratureare better than others?
• Is there an objective set ofcriteria deteimining literary quality?
• Concerning thework you do—either your personal writing/criticism or your teaching—why
do you think it is important that this work get done?
• When you teach, what do you most hope that your students take away fi*om your classes?
• Do you believe that there are any tensions between the disciplines of creative writing and
literary criticism?
• Have you personally observed any differencesbetween the ways creative writers and
critics read or respond to texts?
The responses to these questions yielded some interesting results which highlight several
differences between the disciplines. I will outline theresponses to each question inturn.
WI^ doesliterature exist? I chose this question for two reasons. Forone, I wanted a
question which was left deliberately broad in order to test whether ornot one group of
interviewees would be more troubled by the question's ambiguity. Ifcontemporary literary
critics are indeed filling the role ofthe historical literary scholars, I suspected that with their
more systematic and scientific background, they would be concerned with the need for precise
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definitions, whilethe creativewriters, in their anti-scholarly fashion, would expressfewer
reservations. The second reason I chose this question was because I suspected that the two
disciplines might provide different reasons for literature's existence, thus indicating the
presence of different assumptions about literature which might help account for some of the
distinctions between the fields. Specifically, I anticipated that creative writers, dueto their
ownintimate cormection to literary creation and theirknowledge that writing tends to emerge
out ofpersonal experience, would indicate that literature serves animportant personal
fimction, that individuals feel the need to capture theirexperience and that thepublic world of
literaturehas thus emergedas a result ofthis privateneed. On the other hand, because so
much contemporary literary theory is politically oriented, I anticipated that the literary critics
would be less inclined to recognizeliterature as personal communication andmore inclined to
view literature's fimction as social: for example, literature exists in order for the powerful to
remain m power, or to provide entertainment for the middleclasses, or as a cultural means of
airing grievances.
True to my expectations, I found that, as was the case with most ofthe more blatantly
open-ended questions in the interviews, the critics generallyresponded to this questionwith
confusion and requests for more data. One asked, "Well, do youmean in the contemporary
world, whyare peoplestill writing books, or do youmean whyare thereEnglish departments,
or doyoumean why hasthere everbeen literature?" Another separated the question into two
different issues: "Ifyoumean, whydo people lookin theirhearts andwrite ..that's one
question. And ifyoumean,why do peoplestudy and canonize certainworks and callthem
literature asopposed to popular orwhatever, that's another thing." Specifically, the confiision
expressed by the critics surrounds the ambiguity of the definition of theword "literature."
Th^ were unwillmg toview literature as an autonomous fact which has a similar meaning
acrosssituations and times. As one put it, "It seems to me that literature is a cultural
expression, it does certain kmds ofwork, and it's amazing thekmds ofwork it can do. It
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doesn't mean the same things inall times and places, that's all there is to it It seems tome
that it's always embedded in culture and works differently in different situations." Another
suggested that literature exists for two quite different reasons, depending on how the term is
defined; "Ifyou say, why do people tell stories or why do people work with words, I think I
would answer that there's an mnate need to do so. I think alot oftimes things happen in a
persons life that don't make sense until they become a story," This particular response struck
me as similar towhat I anticipated the creative writers would say, but then the professor went
on to suggest that according to another definition, literature was an "invention of the
academy": "Why do we call it literature or canonize some things over others, that just comes
fi'om the last century orso ofupper-level education. You didn't teach vernacular literatures
for quite a long tune muniversities, so I think that's more ofan invention."
The creative writers, on the other hand, were less troubled by the need for definitions.
They tended to respond quickly to this question with answers that related to Uterature's ability
to capture experience and help author and reader alike better understand theworld. One
creative writer said immediately, "I thmk it's easy. It's to teU us who we are." Another writer,
speaking ofboth writing and reading, suggested, "People write it because they feel a
compelling need to explain things that happen in the ordinary world and they use fiction as a
vehicle for that. I think people read it because they long to understand their ownworld and
they're enthralled by visiting new ones." Another writer said, "I think why people are so
turned on by really good writing is that it tells you what you already know. You nod and you
go, 'Oh God, that's exactly the way it is: that's the way it is to faU in love, that's the way it is to
feel alone, that's the way it is to feel lost.' So it makes you less alone in the world." On the
whole, the creative writers* responses were conspicuously void ofreferences to the poUtics of
Uterature. None ofthem suggested that literature was constructed or invented for apoUtical
purpose, mstead believing that the function ofUterature is to help capture experience and also
to make life more inteUigible and less isolated. Furthermore, because many ofthe writers'
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responses focused on literature's ability to influence the reader—either to show the reader
something already known but never previously articulated or even to help the reader share
experiences that might be quite foreign to the reader's everyday experience (as one writer put
it, literature is "an invitation to a place you've never been")~these writers seem to presuppose
the possibility ofcommunication through the text.
Overall, then, perhaps due to their more scholarly training, the critics found this
question to be difficult due to the different connotations of the word "literature." None ofthe
critics had a simpleanswer to this question, instead preferring to view literature as a political,
historical, constructed fact, as "cultural expression" or an "invention ofthe academy." Only
one critic mentioned literature's more personal function, the ability to make sense of
experience. The creative writers, on the other hand, consistent with a less scholarly approach,
expressed less concern with the need for definitions and took a personal rather than a political
position, focusing on how literature canbe used to communicate and make experience less
isolatedand more intelligible. The difference betweenthe responsesofthe two groups
suggeststhat the literarycriticswere more concerned with issues ofrelativity than were the
creative writers; thecritics were hesitant to respond to this question since the meaning of
literature is relative to theparticular situation inwhich it is being explored, while the creative
wntersweremore willing to jump out with a suggestion ofwhat literature "universally"
means. The issueof relativity might proveto be an important distinction betweenthe two
disciplines.
Doyou believe that somepieces ofliterature are better than others? This question
was chosen to determine whether either group tended to bemore evaluative than the other.
My research in the first chapter suggested that creative writers, consistent with the goals of
criticism rather than scholarship, tend to evaluate the texts they encounter and thus must carry
as a fundamental assumption the beliefthat some works are better than others. On the other
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hand, I suspected that the literarycriticsmightregard the questionas moot, suggesting that
their job does not require them to evaluate textual quality.
As with the previous question, the critics tended to see the question ofliterary quality
as a very complicated issue. Onlyone critic responded with an outright "yes," whilethe other
three answerswere more tentative and complex. The issueofdefinition cameup again in one
critic's response: "It goes back again to that question ofwhat you thinkof as literature. The
questionis: better for what? ... So I would have to sayit dependson how you define
literature, which wayyou're looking at it." Another critic suggested that eachreaderupholds
certmn criteria for evaluatingwhat is "meritorious in a work ofliterature," but avoided
generalizing these standards to a universal statement aboutliterary quality because, "Of
course, allof our judgments about the merit of something are basedon personal standards."
Another critic captured the complexity of the issue very thoroughly:
I think it's very relative. Some literature I likebetter than other literature, and I can
explain what I like about it or what I don't enjoy particularly about another piece that
you might like better, so I have my ownjudgments about that. ButI would probably
stop short ofsaying, for example, why don't we consvga.MobyDick Xo thejunkheap
because I don't care forit. Its aesthetic doesn't appeal to me. Sodo I think that a
little poem by a British woman poet isbetter thanMobyDick? I do think so,butI'm
not sure^yoM wouldthinkso.... I do thinkliterary value is relative to the reader, it's a
cultural construct that's very politically loaded, that themost popular literature ofthe
day tends to serve the prevailing political and economic interests ofthe day, and as
those change, then we may lose interest in that literature and find something else.
The key point which these observations share in common is the beliefthat the question of
literary quality is relative to the reader and the particular use to which the reader wishes to put
the given work. Also, the issue ofdefinition arose again in response to this question, and one
critic commented specifically on the political, social criteria underlying aculture's aesthetic
judgments.
The creative writers, on the other hand, uniformly agreed that some pieces ofliterature
are better than others. One writer responded to the question with an immediate, "Yeah, of
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course," and another said, "Yes, absolutely." However, a couple ofwriters werealso careful
to note that personal taste does not necessarily coincide with literary quality. As one put it, "I
mean, there's lots ofgoodwriting that I say, 'Oh, I know this is goodwriting, but this isn't for
me.'" Another stated, "There is, to my mind, stufiF thatworks and stuffthat doesn't work, and
it isn't always taste that determines that. My taste does not nmto experimental fiction, for
example, but I can read anexperimental fiction story and I can tell whether itworks and why
sometimes it doesn't work." One writer claimed that, despite a relative lack of experience
with poetry,
I know a good poem when I read one. I knowwhat's fiill of shit. Also, once you're a
certain ageand you're published a lot, I have confidence that even though I'mnot
really trained in a scholarly wayin poetry, I knowwhatworks, I knowwhensomeone
usesmagic language and it'swonderful and it's right there, and I knowwhen
someone's just showing off.
The writers' responses suggest that some pieces ofliterature are better than others, and also
that personal taste is not the ultimate factor in determining literary quality.
To compare the responses of the twogroups, then, onecritic believed th?t some
pieces ofliterature are better than others while the others suggested that literary quality is
relative to the reader and the intended use ofthe given work. The creative writers, on the
other hand, unanimously agreed that some works arebetter than others and also avoided
viewing literary quality as apurely relative affair. Although the writers recognized that
personal taste can vary fi-om reader to reader, they also expressed the beliefthat literary
quality somehow supersedes judgments based purely on personal standards. Consistent with
the responses to the previous question, the critics again expressed more concern with issues of
relativity than did the creative writers.
Is there an objective set ofcriteria determining literary quality? I chose this question
to get at what my research suggested might be asignificant area ofdifference between critical
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and scholarly discourses. On the one hand, I suspected that since their positions as writmg
instructors require them to evaluate the quality ofgiven texts, the creative writers might
assume that there is in fact an objective set of criteria against which they base their evaluative
judgments. On the other hand, however, my research also suggested that rather than
begmning with a priori criteria, writers often read to loam what aspects of specific texts make
those works successful and thus the writers might be hesitant to suggest the existence of
objective criteria. Therefore, I was particularlyinterested in the writers' responses to this
question. In any case, however, I suspected that, consistentwith the aura ofrelativity
surrounding contemporary theory, the literary critics would unanimously deny that an
objective set of criteria exists.
As expected, none ofthe critics answered this question affirmatively. One dismissed
the question by stating,
That's moot. It doesn't matter to me. I thmk there are so many things you can do with
literature, and things can be absolutely fascinating and critically important for
completely diflferent reasons, and aesthetic quality is only the beginningofthe list
It's not disabling to me to not have a sense that there's a rock-solid aesthetic criterion
for books. That doesn't bother me at all.
Other critics suggested that their formalist training had taught them to appreciate certain
aesthetic criteria—such as ambiguity, symbolism, precise word choice, and economy—but that
they had nevertheless gone onto deny theexistence ofan objective setofliterary quality
criteria. Asone responded to thequestion, "No. And this isa close reader telling you this.
And infeet I would goon to say that I don't even think the New Critics thought that; I think
they're being pamted with a biased brush now that their day is over." Another stated.
Well, from my formalist training, I have a long list ofall the complicated, neat things
you can do as you write. And I like those things; they do enhance the value ofa piece
forme. So I haven't given up those New Critical tools. But apublished list like they
had in the 19th century-high art should do ABC, tiie next lowest art does this, this.
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and this, the distinctions between high art and low art, popular and academic—I think
those are all contrived, actually.
Interestingly, one critic mentioned that while there is not necessarily a single objective set of
criteria, certain genres do exhibit a "lifespan," and indi^adual works from within that lifespan
can be judged as better or worse than others: "So an objective set, no. But does Shakespeare
represent the art ofthe sonnet in its highest and best form? Yes. ... The sonnet after
Shakespeare is not very good.... So I do believe in a certain kind ofa lifespan ofa genre,
but as far as objective? No, and certamly not across cultures or across times." So while one
critic acknowledged that individual genres might establish their own sets ofcriteria, none of
the critics believed in an overall objective set ofcriteria determining literary quality, instead
preferringto believe that, as suggestedby their responses to the previousquestion, literary
quality is relative to the reader.
The creative writers, on the otherhand, turned out to be quitewilling to acceptthe
concept ofan objectiveset ofcriteria. A coupleofwriters answered the questiondirectly in
the affirmative. One stated that oneof the primary goalsof teaching creative writing is to get
students to recognize the objective criteria making up goodwriting and thenwenton to state.
But then there's roomfor good taste. I mean, there's lots ofgoodwriting that I say,
"Oh, I know thisisgoodwriting, but this isnt for me." I don't like veryself
consciously poeticwriting, I don'tlikenovels that are so richyou haveto work so
hard to getthrough them; I mean, that's my particular taste. Like, for example. The
English Patient, which I hated asa book and hated asamovie. I recognize that that
was goodwriting, but I just thought, "Well, it'snotgood writing thatI like." There's
even some crappy writing that Td rather read.
This acknowledgment ofa set ofliterary criteria which supersedes personal taste isa
fascinating aspect of several of thewriters' responses. When asked what some ofthe
particular criteria might be, one writer provided a few examples: "A certm amount of
complexity and depth; the idea ofsurprise and delight but not oflF-the-wall surprise; an
attention tothe richness and beauty oflanguage; the ability todevelop narrative tension that
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makes you want to read on." Along the same lines, two ofthe writers, perhaps uncomfortable
with thephrasing of thequestion, denied theexistence of objective criteria, butthen when
expanding ontheir answers suggested that there are infact such criteria, whether or not they
acknowledged it. For example, one writer, after stating that there are no objective criteria,
said, "There is, tomy mind, stufif that works and stuffthat doesn't work, and it isn't always the
taste that determines that." When asked what aspects ofa text might make it "work," the
writer responded, "A lotofthetime we're tr^dng to see what it [the text] wants to be. Does it
want to move the reader emotionally? Does it want to beironic, cool, kind of hip? Does it
want to be sincere? Is it so sincere that it calls attention to itself?" So while this writer
claimed not to believe mobjective quality criteria, the response implies that work which fiilfills
the expectations of "what it wants to be" is better than that which fails to do so.Another
writer denied thebeliefinobjective criteria, butthen stated, "But I think there's certain
standards you can apply that suggest a sort ofhierarchy, and I think it has asmuch to do with
the integrity oftheeffort asit does with theproduct. I thmk there's a lotof literature out
there that the author really didn't work very hard at, that really didn't mean very much to
them, they just kind ofknocked off." These two writers, then, claimed not to believe in a set
ofobjective criteria, but their answers, referring to hierarchies ofquality and texts which work
or fail to work, in feet betrayed the unacknowledged assumption that literary quality is in fact
determined by certain criteria, whether or not these criteria are completely objective.
In sum, then, the two groups responded quite differently to this question. All four of
the literary critics denied the existence ofobjective criteria, while two ofthe writers accepted
the notion and the other two wnters denied the beliefbut then provided answers based on the
assumption that the quality oftexts can be determined by referring to certain sets ofcriteria:
whether or not the text achieves the effects it seems to strive for, whether or not the author
seems to have worked hard at the text.
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Concerning the workyou do^itheryourpersonalwriting/criticism oryour teaching
--why do you think it is important that this work get done ? Whenyou teach, what do you
most hope thatyour students take awayfrom your classes? These two interrelated questions
provided the opportunity for the two groups to discuss what they ultimately hoped to
contribute through their work, and I anticipated that the responses might ag^ be divided
along political/personal lines. I suspected that the critics might respond with more politically-
oriented reasons, suggesting, for example, that they study literature in order to give voice to
previously underrepresented minority groups. On the other hand, I suspected that the writers
would see the benefits of their work as a more personal affair; for example, helping individual
students to express themselves.
The responses ofthe critics to these questionsvaried a great deal. Taking the first
questionquite literally, one criticdiscussed the importance ofpublishing criticism in order to
retain a position in the academy: "Youneed to publish to survive in this field. To publish or
perish is true." The other three criticsall suggested that workingwth the literaturesofother
peopleand timesis important for certain ethical, intellectual or political reasons. As one put
it, understanding whatothers have written is important "simply because what people have
done is important." Another said, "Ijust think that thework ofgenerating and getting for
myself cultural awareness is important. So howculture works, and howwe construct
meaning, and howwehave done so in the past, and things wehave conveniently forgotten, I
think all thatmakes for a better world." Another critic suggested that "the humanistic
flinction ofliterature is one ofthe most important things literature does, and so by expanding
the range ofliterature that's readable now, I think that's a contribution to understanding the
human situation." Concerning how these beliefs about the benefits ofliterary studies translate
into teaching, the response ofone critic isfairly representative:
I think Iwant [the students] to be excited about reading and about learning. It's really
more ofan attitude than the content, although I do want them to read, and I thmk
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that's important, especially for majors, to have a picture ofwhatthisfield of literature
inEnglish lookslike, so I think thatmatters. Butwhat I really most want them to do
is to beamazed and getpsyched sothat they'll keep reading, and so that they'll read
deeply, notjust for the surface—you know, justkind ofgetting theplot arid never
goingfiirther~and I want themto keep asking why, and to articulate coimections or
observe discormections with regard to ideas, themes—the stuffthat makes upour
culture. And I wantthem—this particularly pertains to the freshmen, but others too—I
want them to becritical consumers oftheir own culture, critical participants init, so
they really read.
Although none oftheother critics gave soexpansive ananswer, therest of their responses are
/
smiilar to this one. The critics seemed to believe that thefiinction ofteaching is to get
students to readdeeply andcritically, which requires the teacher to make literature funfor
them. As onecritic putit, "When I teach, I like to give people good reads. That isimportant
to me. I want people to have pleasure in reading, and I want them to actually have that as
something they can study, their own pleasure Plus I like them to be readers." If students
do leam to appreciate reading, someofthe critics assumethat this habitwill translate into
better citizenship, increased cultural awareness, orany ofliterature's other possible
"humanistic" benefits. One critic, however, disagreed withthe notion of the beneficial nature
ofliterary studies: "I've never been all that impressed by arguments that show how useful the
humanities are. I'm certainly not impressed by arguments that say they're going tomake us
better people, that they're going to improve the moral level ofsociety, that they're going to
provide us with a set ofvalues tolive by, because I don't know ifthe humanities can do any of
that." Instead, this critic suggests that studying literature is "an exercise ofthe mind," which is
backed up by an "implicit faith that knowledge has got to be better than ignorance." Overall,
however, the consensus ofthe critics was that it is important to encourage students to read
deeply so that they can better understand and participate in society.
Interestingly, the creative writers also suggested that one ofthe primary purposes of
their work is to teach students to be more appreciative readers. As onewriter suggested, it is
important to have students read published contemporary work in the workshop classroom
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because "we come towriting from being voracious readers. When you see a good writer
almost anytime—or even a bad writer—they just read everything they can get their hands on.
.. . But not all students who are, say, 19years old or even25, have that reading interest that
you want them to have." Another said,
I feel like inmy writing classes, primarily-and I think this might becontradictory-I'm
teaching them to bereally good readers. With the majority ofthe students, what I try
to do—because themajority arenotwriters, they're notmade to bewriters, actually
theydon'twantto bewriters—I hope not to turnthem oflFto writing, not to make it
seemlike this onerous, burdensome thing, so I like to use a lot ofhimiorand so on in
the class andmaybe tease them into reading things theymight not have read.... This
isn't a reading culture anymore. It'spretty much a TV culture and I think there's a big
loss there, so I thinkFmdoing something good.
Another writeragreed that thepurpose of creative writing instruction hasmore to dowith
fostering reading skills than with teaching writing perse: "For me, teaching fiction is less
teachmg fiction than teaching writing appreciation, like what makes good writing." Along the
same lines, another writer wanted to teach students "love oflanguage and artful language and
human expression. Love, I'mtrying to teach them love, andthat'strue! That's where it hasto
be, somehow. I don't know that there is abook I like that doesn't feel loving somehow, in
anticipation almost ofits next word." At least one writer, then, suggested that teaching
students to be appreciative readers also helps them produce better writing. Interestingly,
however, a couple ofother writers implied that fostering the habit ofreading is an end in itself
and serves as aworAwhile goal even ifitdoes not necessarily translate into better writing. Of
course, practicing specific writing skills does enter into theworkshop classroom; one writer
teaches narrative structure because students "don't know how to shape a story and create
narrative tension toget someone interested"; speaking ofteaching the writmg process, another
said, "I'm primarily providing an opportumty for the students to recognize in their own
individual work what others are recognizing as working." So while some ofthe skills taught
in the writing workshop pertain directly to writing, one ofthe interesting implications ofthe
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responses to these questions is that at least some ofthe writers suggested that the ultimate
goal ofteaching writing is not necessarily to make students better writers, but rather to get
them to read in more quantity and depth.
Althoughthe responsesof the two groups to all of the questions so far havebeen quite
distinct from each other, sometimes evendirectly opposite, here finally is a point of
agreement: the point ofthe classroom is to encourage students to read more and to read
deeply.
Do you believe that there are any tensionsbetween the disciplines ofliterature and
creative writing? I chose this question specifically because I wished to test whether one
discipline would indicate a greater feelingoftension than would the other one. If, for
example, creativevmters unanimously agreed that they had experienced tensionbetween the
disciplines whileliterarycritics sensedless tension, this mightsuggest that the literarycritics
simply paid lessattention to tensions that did infact exist. I guessed that the responses to this
question might also help determine whether onediscipline is morefirmly empowered in the
university thanis the other; if so, themarginalized discipline would probably remain painfiiUy
aware of the imbalance of power and thusperceive more tension thanwould the empowered
discipline.
I discovered, however, that bothgroups of interviewees did perceive a certain amount
oftension between thedisciplines, although one critic disagreed: "I am notmyselfaware that,
say, peopleteaching creative writmg thinkthatwhat's goingon in the literature coursesis
messing up their work, nor do I have a sense as a literature teacher that what's going onin
creative writmg classes issomehow messing up what I'm doing." According to the other three
literary critics, however, the primary sourceof tension between the fields liesin the fact that
creative writers typically do not have enough trainmg toteach literature courses, yet
sometimes the university allows themto do so. Onecritic commented that "theinstitution of
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a course which was a creative writing course but could be used as a literature class—557—was
a decision that was fraught with tension." When askedwhy this tension existed, this critic
provided two different reasons:
Well, part ofit is jiist bottom-line economics: how many classes do we have, how
many can we fill... . So part ofit is just the pursuit of enrollment, and that's all. But I
also think that some ofit has to do with professionalism, that I have been through the
mill, / am a professional reader. Someone who does not have a Ph.D. does not have
that certification.
As another put it, the study ofliterature is a discipline which is completely separate from the
discipline ofcreative writing: "Are you in the discipline? Then you should teach in it. Are
you not? Then you shouldn't." Another said.
Among the literature faculty generally, there's the perception that creativewriters don't
have the proper training and range to be teaching literature per se. The construction
[ofliterature], yes, they teach that brilliantly, but there's somethingwithout the Ph.D.'s
in literature, that a lot of them don't have, and continuingcriticalpublishing, which a
lot of them don't have, and without that, they don't bring to the literature classroom
enough ofwhat you ought to bring to say that you're teaching literature. And so
there's a little bit of tension between our M.A.'s and our M.F.A.'s and our Ph.D.'s....
Nor do I have the skills, ofcourse, to go in and teach creativewriting.
Theseresponses imply that literature and creative writing are separate disciplines and should
remain thatway. (Summing up thisattitude quite well, when asked howthe two disciplines
are different, one criticsad blimtly, "Tell mehow they're the same.") In otherwords, even
though writers withsignificant publishing experience certainly understand a greatdeal about
how literature fimctions, knowing how literature fiinctions isnot suflBcient training for
teaching literature as an academic study, which is a different discipline andnecessitates
something further, like a deeper background in theory, criticism, and literary history. Two of
thecritics seemed aware of the apparent elitism underlying this view and tried to distance
themselves from thetypical attitudes oftheir critical colleagues, implying that while it is
certain that some critics believed that creative writers were not qualified to teach literature.
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they did not share these beliefs personally. Only one critic genuinely took personal credit for
believing that writers without Ph.D.'s are not qualified to teach courses inliterature, while the
others tended to notetheelitism oftheliterary discipline-as if it were separate fi"om them. As
one commented ironically, laughing, "The real active critics, or scholars, aregoing to see
themselves as elite, and writers—I mean writers, you know, they're just making itup!"
Theresponses of the creative writers to this question varied a greatdeal. One writer,
when asked whether there was tension between thedisciplines inthis department, said, "No. I
feel much more sympathetic withthese literature people thanwiththese business andtech-
wnting types." The other three writers, however, observed some sortoftension; but,
interestingly, they did not seem tofeel especially troubled by literaiy criticism, instead seeming
simply uninterested init,while they did perceive that critics were troubled by their relative
lack ofacademic training. One writer, suggesting that critics typically explore subjects which
writers find uninteresting, commented humorously, "In Waitingfor Godot, one ofthe
characters calls another 'critic,' and itjustwithers him. It's theworst thing you can doto
somebody." Another writer observed that tension arises because writers tend to receive
greaterattention than critics do: "I think oneof the things that rankles the critics in some
placesis that the writers get attention for what a lot ofcriticsbelieve is fiivolous. There are a
lotofpeople who believe~theywouldn't say this~but they believe thatliterature worth
reading has already been written." Another writer viewed the tension between the disciplines
as a struggle ofpolitics rather than academicdifferences:
The battle has a lot todo with the fact that literature people were really the first people
in Bnglish departments. And then others started tojoin in: technical writing, business
writing.... And this ispart ofthe fighting: the literature people think that creative
writers arent as prepared because they have M.F.A.'s, orthey haveM.A.*s, orthey
havepublications that allow them to teach. And there is a kind of elitism there inthe
literature world, where they say, "We had to go to school so ,much longer than you."
That doesn't take into account that creative writers have to spend years and years and
years learning how towrite, and that literature people couldn't just step over the line
and write.
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While thiswriter did note a certdn tension between the disciplines based onacademic training,
it is interesting that this tension is perceived as coming from theperspective ofthe critics, not
from the writers. On the whole, then, some of thewriters perceived that critics might be
troubled bytheirposition in theuniversity, but none of thewriters suggested that they were
personally opposed to what took place in the literature program.
Theresponses to this question wereunexpected. I had anticipated that critics, as
practitioners of an established, respected academic discourse, would be perceived asmore
firmly empowered by the university, and thus that writerswould observemore tension
between the disciplines thanwould the critics. What I found, however, wasthe opposite: for
themost part, the critics sensed more tension thandid thewriters, believing that the
disciplines of criticism andcreative writing are separate and that those trained aswriters are
not qualified to teachliterature. Similarly, the only tensions observed bythewriters reflected
thecritics' perspective, notthewriters' own. Clearly, then, theresponses to this question
suggest that at this university, the literarycriticsare more concernedand defensive about the
creative writing program thanthewriters are about the literature program. Thereason for this
might be that the literature program has been declining inrecent years, attracting fewer and
fewer students, while the creative writing program has become oneof thedepartment's
largest. Thus, while literature might beamore powerfiil discipline than creative writing
nationwide, at this umversity theopposite seems to bethecase. However, it is interesting to
note that unlike writers like Fenza and Lehman who have publicly attacked contemporary
critical practices for being detrimental to the art ofliterature, the writers participating inthese
interviews expressed no great concern about the discipline ofliterary criticism except to
suggest that it sunply did not interest them.
Haveyoupersonally observedany differences between the literary critics otk/
creative writers reador respond to texts? I chose this question for two reasons. For one, the
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specific nature ofthe differences is the central topic of this study, and therefore I wanted to
give the interviewees the chance to directly articulate their opinions on the subject.
Furthermore, however, I was interested in testing whether one discipline knew more about the
practices ofthe other than vice versa. The most interesting, and also the lengthiest and most
complicated, results of the first section ofthe interviewsemerged in relation to this question,
and they do serve to illustrate some key differences between the disciplines.
Because oftheir relative lack ofexperience with creative writing classrooms, most of
the criticswere not able to identifymanydifferences between the ways critics and writers
read. The one criticwho had taken a graduate poetry workshop recalled that in this
workshop, "People would respond with things they like or don't like. Tentatively—this is not
an absolute-but there was some tendency, I think, to respond emotionallyto those texts."
The criticwent on to suggest that the instructor of this classwas very supportive: "So he
would not criticize or attack a text; it was a real supportive atmosphere. But in the literature
classroom, first of all, the text was pre-existent and older, so it had attained the status of
artifact. Theyweren't in process: theywere products." This criticconcludedthat m a typical
literature classroom, "Youhad an intellectual approach to literature, as opposed to an
emotional one." These observations—that creativewritingclassesdealwithworks-in-progress
and tend to be emotionalwhile literature classes dealwith pre-existent texts and tend to be
intellectual—are about as specific as anyofthe critics managed to be. One critichad servedon
several creative writing thesis committees, and had observed there that "the formalist tools are
stillused a lot as you generate a text. You're having to makeall these decisions about
everything that's going into it at every moment.... And so theveryspecific, word-by-word
construction ofthe text that's so carefully refinedby creativewriters matches formalist critical
training verywell." Thiscritic, in otherwords, did not perceive a genuine distinction between
the interpretive strate^es of the two disciplines, instead believing that creative writers
approach texts similarly to thewayformalist critics do. Another critic hadpreviously invited
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Neal Bowers, a creative writing professor, to speak about his workin thiscritic's literature
classroom, and observed that "there wasnothing he [Bowers] said in the course of his talk
that I said, 'This totally upsets what Tve been teaching them.'" The only minor diflference this
critic had with Bowers' comments was that Bowers "may allow a greater latitude in what's
permissible [in a reading ofa text] than I might." Sothis critic, like theprevious one,
observed no substantial difference between theways creative writers and critics read texts.
Overall, then, thebriefand shady responses to this question suggest that the critics were, for
the most part, relatively unaware ofwhat takes place in the creative writing workshop.
It isnot surprismg thatthecreative writers would have more to say about the
differences between the disciplines thanwould the critics, since literature classes are a
requirement ofany collegiate English program and thus the writers had all spent a
considerable amount of time intheliterature classroom during their training. All ofthewriters
to some extent expressed a disinterest with the kind of textual analysis theyassociated with
literary criticism. As one put it,
I think I read for enjoyment, primarily, and I'm not sure what they [critics] read for,
imless it's a different type ofenjoyment. I try to enjoy the story; they may beenjoying
the context or the ideas that maybe derived from it I don't think rve ever read a
book that I liked that I thought was written for critics. Tm justnotinterested inthe
word-games and thescene-games and thecharacter-games, thecomplexity-for-its-
own-sake type ofwnting. I don't care if it's giving me the secrets oftheuniverse if it's
not emotionally moving. That's why, actually, I have not gone fora lotofwriters that
a lot ofother people go wild for. They're not singing my song. So they're smart; so
what?
This statement suggests afew things: that critics do not read to enjoy stories as writers do,
that critics enjoy complexity and "games," and that critics favor the intellectual aspects ofthe
literary experience over the emotional ones. Another wnter expressed asimilar opinion,
saying that, for the most part, literature classes are interesting, but the danger is that they may
tend to take too cerebral aperspective on literature and thus miss what the texts are supposed
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to do, which is to "create this empathy in you, create this awe and understanding of the world.
Some ofthat is almost ineffable, you can't reallyexplainit, and then [in the literature
classroom] you're writing these papers on~you know, papers get very small—'The Nature of
Some SymbolicSmall Thing.' And so you lose the impact ofwhat the whole work is."
Speaking ofthe radically different natures of the two disciplines, anotherwriter discussed a
previous o365ce-mate, who had been a literary critic: "I know myoffice-matewas into
deconstruction, psychoanalysis and all that stuff* and I could hardly talk to her. I meanme and
the guy next door spoke a different language." Thiswriter went on to say; "Theory is not
interesting to me.... I'm interested in something that brings light to the text and in my
experience, a lot ofthis theory doesn't; it's sort of about itself" When asked about some of
the specific differences between the ways the two disciplines approached texts in graduate
school, this writer said, "They [critics]were generally muchmore mterested mmeaningthan I
was. Pm still not terribly interested in meaning. Tminterested in effect." Furthermore, this
writer stated.
What a lot of criticism does, it sometimes seems to me—I'm not that confident in that
generalizationbecause I don't know enough to do that—is that you go to a text to find
what you already expect to find, instead oflooking to see what the text brings to you
that's new and different. Sometimes that's good. You learn certain things. But I don't
think that's how I find literature interesting, as another component ofa socialfabric
that tells us something about society. It seems more personal to me.
Thiswriter, then, suggestedthat writers take a more personal, less social approach to
literature, and also that critics tend to approachtexts with pre-established conclusions inmind.
Anotherwriter similarly argued that criticsread texts to find what they expect to find, saying
that "some peoplewill actively misread you to really fit in their agenda." Oneparticular writer
hada great deal to sayabout the different ways the disciplines read, suggesting that "we
[writers] are looking at the underside of thework. We're looking at it in a maker's pomtof
view." Elaboratingon this comment, the writer said that the way creativewriters read texts is
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analogous to a person who, when shopping for clothing, would "lift everything up and look
inside to see how it was made, to see if there was a connection between theprice tag, the
quality ofthe material, and the seams." This writer went on to observe that writers can read
two ways, onemorelikea Hterary criticmight andonefrom the perspective of a maker:
Partofme wants to approach a piece of literature as a made, finished thing, notup for
debate—you know, that's just the way it is—and I think this might be amore critici,
traditional literary approach. Welookatwhat's inthere and what's not in there, and
then we connect it to other theories, other writers, and all of that. But there is never a
moment when you're inthat literary mode when you say, "Gee, I wish theywould have
written this sentence differently," or, "Shouldn't this paragraph have been over there?"
or, "Maybe this character should have thisother quality." Likelago, hedoesn't have
any redeeming qualities, and like Joe [Geha] says, ifyou want to make a sympathetic
character, just give him anache, like anache inhis side that he thinks about at night
before hegoesto bed, and immediately people aregoing to like him a little bitbetter.
So you can't imagine someone in literature studies saying, "Shouldn't Shakespeare
have given lagoanache inhis side?" It'sjust ridiculous. But increative writing, the
text is more open to those kinds ofideas.
This passage suggests that even when writers are reading as established and canonical an
author as Shakespeare, they do notnecessarily approach thetext asa finished product, instead
assummg thatpossibilities which never entered into thetextmight have improved it. Thus,
this writer concluded, "In the literary way [ofreading], thewriter is sort ofGod-like
sometimes, you know? And inthecreative writing way, thewriter isjustlike a collaborator, a
partner, maybe." This writerbelieves, then, thatwhile critics approach the text as a finished
product inorder to "connect it to othertheories, other writers, and all of that," writers tend to
critique the text more openly and evaluatively, entertaining the possibility that it might have
been written better. This writer also suggests, however, that writers are able to move back
and forth between the twomodes of reading.
Inresponse to this specific question, then, thecreative writers displayed amuch
greater awareness ofdifferences between thedisciplines than did theliterary critics. The
critics believed that there is no significant difference between the interpretive strategies
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associated withthe two fields, that creative writers readmuch like formalist critics, or else
that workshops tend to be emotional while literature classrooms tend to be intellectual. The
creative writers, on the otherhand, identified several points of difference between the
disciplines: criticism tends to over-intellectualize literature, thus missing itsemotional effects;
critics pick outsmall details and, infocusing onthese minor points so exclusively, fail to
acknowledge the broader overall effects ofthe given work; critics approach texts with pre-
established conclusions inmind while writers are more interested inlearning what new and
fi"esh ideas texts can bring to them; critics are more interested in how social theories may be
applied to works ofliterature while writers are more interested in how the works fiinction to
achieve effects; critics assume that thetext isa completed product while writers, even when
reading published material, constantly evaluate and critique the text, introducing alternative
possibilities which might improve thetext; criticism deals more with society while writers see
literature asmore personal and individual; writers read for enjoyment while critics read to
understand the context or the ideas cont^ed in the text; and writers are less interested in
textualmeaning than they are in effect.
Two other points ofdifference between the interpretive strategies ofthedisciplines
emerged during the course of the interviews butwere not explicitly mentioned inthe
responses to this particular question. Because these points help to fiirther establish some of
thedifferences between thefields, however, they ^e worth mention here.
One point which arose with striking regularity inthe interviews with the literary critics
was the idea ofusing a text to better understand the culture fi"om which it emerged. Infact, '
for the most part this seems tobe the critics' overall goal; while on the surface they are dealing
withactual texts, the fundamental purpose oftheirworkisnot to imderstand howthese texts
function somuch asto studywhat the texts reveal about the particular sociohistorical
environments fi^om which theyemerged. One critic referred to works of literature as
"historical documents" which reveal the intellectual trends oftheir times. Another expressed
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interest in understanding women's literature as a "response to the lives theywere living," thus
implying that the function ofreadmg literature is as much to understand the conditions of the
authors' lives as it is to understand the specific texts. Another critic suggested that works of
literature are "theleavings of a culture," referring to texts as "artifacts." And although this
critic was careful to point out that theword "artifact" is not a precise wordbecause it implies
that literature is "static likea lump" rather thana "fluid thing" which experiences physical and
editorial changes over the years, it was still evident that this critic's primaiy interest was in
texts as "traces ofa civilization." Another criticstated that one ofthe most interesting aspects
of literature is that it reveals howpeoplemake meaning at anygivenplaceand time:
Just the very feet that peopleare making meaning and that you can learn that by seeing
the difference and complication of books brings a great awareness of howpeople make
meanmg and what they shut out—again, there's my psychoanalysis. But it seems to me
that one reasonI liketeaching American literature is that I'm confronting Americans
with the unconscious of theirhistory, and thentheyhaveto dealwith it, and it's a
revelation.
These responses all suggest that the critics are interested in what literature reveals about the
people whowroteit and the social environments or "civilizations" surroimding these people.
According to thisview, then, the text serves virtually as a container of ideas, and is useful
insofaras these ideas reveal something about the text's culture and time.
Such sociohistorical concerns areconspicuously absent from theresponses ofthe
wnters, however, who tend to focus onliterature's more personal and individual aspects.
Rather than society, thewriters seemed to believe that literature is actually about individual
people, boththepeople who serve ascharacters inthetext and also thepeople who will later
serve as the audience of the text. One writer explained that the taskof the writer involves
"figuring out what people feel and what they want and how to produce certain bonds with my
readers." Smiilarly, another writer said, "One ofthereasons thatI like writing isto meet
people." One writer, recounting a negative experience ina college literature class, explained
that theprofessor was analyzing Death ofa Salesman inavery intellectual way:
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I remember coming to this class and suddenlyseeing this professor in a whole new
way, because he didnt seem emotionally involved. Youknow, I cried when I readit,
and I was so angry I had to leave the class. I couldn't talk about it in this pick-apart
critical way, because it was a real work to me and WillieLoman was a real person. So
I thought that what we were doing in classwas reallyderivative and smarmyand
intellectual.
These responses suggest that writers believe that hterature is about the experience of
individual people more than it is about the revelationofsocial truths.
Of course, one ofthe main reasons for this particular difference betweenthe disciplines
probably involves the different situations underwhichwriters and critics encountertexts. As
one critic astutely observed, "I think there's alwaysa differencebetween what's going on when
you're trying to write a work ofliterature, and what's going on when people are later
examining it. For one thing, I don't think Dante wrote his poem in order to provide some
usefiil information for Medieval scholars in later centuries." This humorous observation helps
to highlight one ofthe fundamental differences between the literature classroom and the
workshop: by the nature oftheir profession, critics work with texts which have already been
written, some ofwhich were written centuries ago in languageswhich only slightlyresemble
Modem English and some ofwhich were written in national and cultural environments which
are quite foreign &om our own. Because these cultural, linguistic, and historical barriers can
profoundly affect the meaning ofa given work, and because written literature is the best (and
sometimes the only) way for a contemporary reader to understand and experience these
alternativecultures and times, it certainlymakes sense that criticswould focus more on these
aspects than would creative writers, who primarily deal with contemporary literature, often
with the author ofthe given work immediately present. Rather than recognizing how culture
is reflected in texts, then, writers have another purpose; as one critic suggested, "Awriter's
first concern is probably that he wants someone to read what he's written." Thus, the
discourse ofthe creative writing workshop rarely involves discussionofthe sociohistorical
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ideas contained in the text, insteadfocusing on overall structural or syntactical strategies
which canmake the text appealing enough that it canbe published, thereby allowing later
readers to make such critical observations.
Theother key distinction between the responses of the critics and thewriters was the
heavy emphasis which writers placed on theunpredictable, mysterious nature of thewriting
process. The fact that creative pieces seem to "write themselves," to emerge as a result of the
writing process rather than through a rational, preconceived plan, was commented upon by
three of the fourwriters but escaped the attention of all but onecritic. One writer provided an
example ofhow a creative work can have a "life ofits own":
I think sometimes thewriterdoes not knowwhat she is doing andwhatever it is is
really working, but shedoesn't know it, and you have to tell her, "You think you're
writing a comic piece here, but this person is heartbreaking, andyoudon't know that
that's really whatyou're doing." Sometunes Til show that to a person and they'll say,
"Oh, yeah!" and they'll see it, they'll agree. Sometimes they'll say, "I don't want to do
that."... Sometimes the writeris awareandwantsa specific effect and sometimes
theworkitselfseems to beworking against theeffect thewriter is trying to put
together. So I thinkthat sometimes a piece has a life of its ownthat the writer is not
necessarily consciousof That's certainly true ofmyownwork.
This response is interesting for a couple ofreasons. For one, it illustrates that authorial
intention plays a significant part inthe creative writing workshop, as the instructor inthis
example first acknowledges the author's apparent intention butthen explains that thepiece is
contradicting this goal. Fxuthermore, this response suggests thatthrough thewriting process,
texts might succeed onvastly different grounds than were intended; the writer inthis example
responds, "Oh, yeah!," recognizing that, inspite ofherintention to write a comic piece, the
piece is infact working well as a tragedy. Writers, then, are not necessarily guilty ofwhat
Wimsatt and Beardsley term the "intentional fallacy": they do not necessarily base their
aesthetic judgments purely onwhether ornot theauthor has achieved through thetext the
intended effects. Instead, they use the workshop setting as a vehicle for reflectmg to the
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author what effects havebeen achieved so that theauthor may thendecide whether or not to
alterthe work in order to affect the audience differently. Similarly, anotherwriternoted the
effect which the writing processcan have on a creative piece. Discussing how some writing
instructors aremore "formulaic," crossing out lines and editing thelanguage ofpoems, this
writer said, "Forme, it's hardto drawa line through a line of poetry, because someone with
intent wrotethat line. They had a reason forit. So while some people might cross outthe
first five pages and say, 'Start thework here,' I want to understand why someone had to write
five pages to get to that point." Like theprevious one, this response implies that intention is
animportant aspect of thewriting workshop, but also suggests that studying theway a piece
unfolds inthe process ofwriting is an important way ofunderstanding what this intention
might be. Another writer suggested that experienced creative writers make better judges of
works-in-progress specifically because oftheir knowledge ofthewriting process. According
to this wnter, writers know "what shapelessness might mean ina piece at a certain point, or
what certain weaknesses might mean at a certain point." Inother words, writers recognize
that creative works emerge through a gradual process which involves shaping and weeding
outproblems at various stages, while literary critics donotnecessarily acknowledge this. In
these particular interviews, however, one critic did provide some very insightful comments on
the writing process:
I think insome way ourminds make connections that we're not always self-conscious
of The same thing could betrue ofwriting a scholarly article. Ifyou'rethinkmgin
terms of anoverall message you want to say, your mind is operating inaway that it
begins to make coimections to make thewhole thing hang together. And it's notthat
carefijlly thought out, eachand every wordyouput down, but thewords fit because
that's the wayyourmind is operating.
At least one critic, then, recognized that the writing process isnon-rational, leading to results
which might never have been consciously planned. Interestingly, however, this critic reached
a different conclusion about process: "It is indeed possible that the writer intended one thing
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and accomplished something quite dififerent. But at that point I would sayverylikely this
indicates ineptness." Whilethe writers seemed willing to grant that the writing process can
very successfully lead a creative work away from its intended effect, then, this critic instead
suggested that a work which f^s to achieve its intendedgoal is the result of a shortcoming on
the author's part. Perhaps, then, here is further evidence that critics tend to viewliterature as
a "container of ideas": the text is intended to conveycertain ideas, and if it does not, then it is
an inferiortext, perhaps usefulfor later critics, but not successful in its own right. The
writers, on the other hand, are more willing to work with the writing process, accepting that
works can propel themselves in unanticipated directions without sacrificing their aesthetic
worth.
Conclusions. This section ofthe interviews uncovered several interesting points of
differenceas well as similarity between the two disciplines. It would be helpfiil at this point to
review some ofthe more noteworthy results ofthis section ofthe interviewsbefore moving on
to examine how the critics and writers responded to an actual text.
On the whole, the responses of the critics exhibited a few recurrent themes. For one,
the critics as a group were more concerned with the needfor precisedefinitions thanwere the
writers, viewmg some ofthe more open-ended questions as vague and problematic. For
another, the critics tended to believe that literature is a socially constructed entity, not a pre-
existent fact with a universal purpose and value. Similarly, three ofthe four critics believed
that literary quality is completely relative to the reader and the intended use ofthe text, and
thus denied the existence ofan objective set ofcriteria determining literary quality.
Furthermore, none ofthe critics displayed a great deal offamiliaritywith the writing
workshop, and thus were not able to identifymany differences between the interpretive
strategies ofthe two disciplines, seeming to believeinstead that creative writers approach
texts much as formalist critics do. The critics also suggested that creative writing and literary
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studies areseparate disciplines, involving different types oftraining and different agendas, and
consequently believed that creative writers who had not earned Ph.D.'s in literature should not
be permitted to teach literature courses. Finally, the critics suggested that one of themain
purposes of reading literature is to understand something about the society from which the
literature emerged, thus implying that they read texts as vehicles for extra-textual knowledge.
The creative writers, on theother hand, exhibited less ofa concern fordefinitions,
focused onthe individual rather than thesocial aspects oftheliterary experience, and assumed
that literature exists inorderto help people make sense oftheir experience. This view
presupposes the possibility of linguistic communication, as texts, through the realm of
language, invite readers into worlds beyond their personal experience. The writers
unanimously agreed that some works of literature arebetter than others, and also suggested
that there isindeed an objective set ofaesthetic criteria determining literary quality. They
perceived more differences between the two disciplines than did the critics, suggesting that the
type ofanalysis they associated with literary criticism was, for the most part, uninteresting,
overly cerebral, and self-absorbed, exploring texts with predetermined political conclusions in
mind rather than allowing the text to influence the reader. The writers expressed less ofa
concern for textualmeaning than theydidwithtextual effect, andwere inclined to read for
emotional enjoyment rather than intellectual stimulation. Furthermore, even when reading
published works, one writer suggested that writers habitually make critical and evaluative
comments as iftheworkwere still in process, regarding the authorof the text as a
collaborator rather than an authoritarian figure who has fixed the text rigidly in its current
form. Finally, three ofthe writers discussed the unpredictable nature ofthe writing process
and the relationship ofthis process to authorial intention, while this issue was mentioned by
only one critic.
Most ofthis is, perhaps, as should be suspected. The assumptions upon which the
creative writers' responses are based—the beliefin objective criteria underlying literary quality.
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the faithm the communicative capabilities of language, the beliefthat the author is a
collaborator witha textwhich is not entirely pre-determined, the focus on the unpredictable
nature ofthe writing process—all seemquitenecessary to a discipline which regularly renders
aestheticjudgments on creativeworks-in-progress.
Section Two: The Readings
In orderto provide a concrete example of howtheassumptions ofthe two disciplines
play outwhen interpreting actual texts, thesecond section oftheinterviews required the
subjects to respond to twobriefpoems. I instructed theintervdewees to respond to thepoems
as if they had encountered them intheir professions (the critics were asked to imagine either
that theywere teaching the poems or writing aboutthem, and thewriterswere askedto
discuss the poemsas if theyhad received them in a workshop), andI did so because I wanted
their answers to reflect the typical interpretive strategies of their respective academic
disciplines, not simply their own personaltastes.
Thefirst, untitled poem was written byBill Hampton, a relatively unknown poet who
composed this piecewhile attending college at Northern StateUniversity inAberdeen, South
Dakota;
Block as the night,
the wind, a square
letter placed on a constructed sky.
The moon, a cube,
dirty and pitted from the touch ofsmall hands.
Animalsofthe night
stacked upon another
carefully jStting the form oflife, bricksm a wall
until the careless came.
Tumbled down camethe meticulously placed.
The stacked creatures crushing
one another, the placement
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and order no longer there.
The careless with their
projected perfection and symmetiy and thoughtless equilibrium
spherical, cylindrical, tetr^edron
all now, the world perfect.
I chose this poem for a couple ofreasons. For one, I was curiouswhether or not the fact that
this poet has not received very wide recognition would be evident to either ofthe groups of
interviewees simply by reading this single work, andfor that reasonI did not mclude the
author's name with thepoem. I anticipated that thecreative writers, accustomed to making
evaluative comments about creative works, would bemore likely to perceive the poem as
unpolished and thus suggest that thepoet was a relative begirmer. Furthermore, the
vagueness ofthe imagery inthis poem invites the reader to do quite a bit ofinterpretation, and
I was interested inwhether the two groups ofinterviewees would interpret such a vague set of
images inpredictably different ways, thus revealmg some of the themes and ideas to which the
groups habitually return. As intheprevious section, I will first outline theresponses ofthe
critics and thencontrast these with the responses ofthewriters.
Two ofthe four critics expressed a significant amount ofconfiision upon first reading
the poem. One stated immediately, "I can't say that I've fiilly grasped the sense ofthe poem."
But then this critic quickly began towork through the piece line-by-line, idea-by-idea,
assuming that it must make sense ifread correctly. During this process, the critic commented,
"My first inclination isto read it rather as I was trained to read something: look at the text.
Not to immediately say. Howwould I use this?' Instead, I'd say. What issomebody saying to
me? What arethey trying to show me?"' This critic also expressed aninclination to read
poetry "formalistically, grammatically, syntactically." Thus, for this critic, the process of
reading apoem involves examining the language ofthe work very minutely to discoverwhat
meaning the piece contams, what specific ideas itattempts to communicate. Workmg through
the poem on these grounds, this critic was drawn toafew specific spots. For one, the
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opening three lines seemed ungrammatical, moving from the smgular "moon" to the plural
"letters." Additionally, this criticwas drawn to the image ofthe "careless"; "Themeaningsto
that word: careless meaning clumsy or careless meaning not giving a damn. Both ofthese
ideasmaybe working here. The identity ofthe careless, what constitutesthe careless "
This criticalso commented on the geometrical images as well as the notion oforder and
structure, observing, "I see in the poem a kind of objection to geometrical rigidity. That, by
the way, would begin to give hints as to a fiindamental viewpoint ofthe nature ofrealityor
what social order ought to be It mayhavea political view against anything regimented,
anything strict and rigid." Later, afterworkingthrougha fewmore of the lines, the critic
concluded that "it isnt the idea ofsymmetry or order or structure that's being attacked here,
but a particularform ofit that is being apphed." The conclusion ofthe poem, then, struck this
critic as ironic: "Theworldis perfect to the careless with then* projected equilibrium; it is not
perfect to the narrator of this particularpoem." After analyzing the poemon these grounds,
the critic complimented it: "I don't find this something that I'd say, 'Thisis reallybad stuff.' It
has an intellectual content. There is somethinghere bemg said." This critic even drew a
comparison between this poem and the works ofShelley:
Shelleypresents these same problems: syntactical problems, pronoun reference, and
ambiguityas to whether you're to read it one way or the other, and it makes a
difference as to whichway the poemgoes. That's not the first time IVe read Shelley
and I stillhave those questions: that's the text; it's never goingto change;the
ambiguity is always going to be there. Thatwillbe true ofthis [poem]. It's always
going to be printedthat way, and I supposeI'm not the onlyone to wonder what to
make ofthose [first] three lines.
Overall, then, this criticresponded to the poembytrying to understand it on the grammatical
and syntactical level, assuming that eventhough the text might contain ambiguity, it is still
capable of communicating certain mtellectual ideas if read carefully.
Anothercriticresponded to the poemquite similarly, initially expressing confiision ("I
don't knowwhat I would dowith this poem") butthen working carefully through thepoem in
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order to understand what it might mean ona basic, linguistic level. This critic commented
initially onthe unexpectedness ofthe first line: '"Block as the night': you would expect aword
like Ijlack,' soyou're surprised that it's "block."' The ungrammatical nature of the first three
lines also troubled this critic, as did the term "constructed sky": "I really don't like that term
very much; that's a term from criticism that seems to beinserted into the poem, and that
strikes meas kind ofstrange." Theimage of the stacked animals reminded thiscritic of "the
form oflife": "Ithink ofcells; cellular structure islike that." However, this critic also
observed, "Animals aren't really like that. What could this person be talking about?" This
statement, referring to the author and implying that even while the image ofthe stacked
animals does not make mimediate sense, itmust mean something, indicates that this critic, like
the previous one, reads primarily tounderstand what is meant tobe communicated by the
work. This critic also commented explicitly on the image ofthe careless: "The other thing
that really confuses me is that the careless, whoever they are, seem to cause the falling apart
ofthe structure, but the careless have symmetry and equilibrium. So ifthey have those things,
whyis there this disorder?" Theoverall conclusion thiscritic drewwas that "somehow there's
a change fi"om a sort ofstasis ofsquareness to the multiplicity ofspheres, cylinders, and
tetrahedrons, and then the world perfect. I mean, on the one hand it says that there was this
order, and now the order isno longer there, but then the world isperfect. So the disorder
must bemore perfect than the ordered world. But I don't know why." Thus, while this critic's
method ofworking through the poemwas similar tothe previous critic's—commenting on the
language and imagery ofthe poem piece-by-piece in an attempt tounderstand what ideas the
poem is trying tocommunicate—this critic draws amore negative conclusion, suggesting that
the poem leaves some crucial questions unanswered: "And so I would not teach this poem ifI
had the chance."
One critic, unlike the others, did not express any initial confusion with this poem,
mstead stating unmediately, "That's really interesting." Then this critic proceeded to address
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someofthe issues that would comeup if this poemwere beingtaught: "First ofall, it would
depend on what course I'm teaching it in, so the cultural context we've been studying all the
way through would matter." Imaginingthat the poemwas being taught in a women's
literature course, this critic picked up on "the children's nursery imagery, the animals, the
blocks stackedup." The process of teaching the poem,then, would involve askingthe
students a series of questions designed to get at different levels of textual meaning. Initially,
rd askwhat [the students] think is really gomgon in this poem. Maybemy students
would saythat it's nighttime and the children have goneto sleep, theyVe picked up
their toys.... So something about that timeperiod after the children go to bed and
then- mothermightbe sittingin her robe, they've fallen asleep, she's read the book, the
lights are low, andbefore shegets up to go backto herjob, this is the poemshe
thinkS;
After exploringthe dramatic situationofthe poem, whichthis critic called the "literal
reading," the questions would thenmove on to reflect the narrator/mother's interpretation of
the situation on a more thematic level, asking, "What's going on here?" Next, this critic would
comment on words that are "heading for the same thing": "blocks," "squares," "bricks,"
"symmetry," "perfection." The identity of the careless, as withthe previous critics, was also
ofconcern to this one, as was the questionofwhetheror not the last Ime shouldbe taken as
ironic. Offering a tentative conclusion about what thepoem is about, thiscritic suggested that
afterthis series of questions, "I'dtry to get [thestudents] to something about the squares and
circles and containerization of lifebeing phony perfection, andthen Pdwonderwhether we are
to have a negative view of the careless or a positive view ofthem, and then I'dprobably go
backand associate children withcarelessness and adults withstructure." Through a series of
questions, then, this criticexplored the poemon a variety of levels: "Sothere's reader
response goingon, there's attention to the formal qualities of the text, there's a sort of hesitant
biographical interpretation, there's cultural context, there'scoursecontext, and that's about it."
While exploring many of the sameissues as the previous critics had in theirmore text-based
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readings, this critic also expanded the reading of the poemto imagine the dramatic situation of
the narrator.
The final critic's response to this poemwasbased on a series of questions, similar to
theprevious critic's approach. This one, however, was especially troubled by thefact thatno
author's name was provided: "You're not goingto tellmewhowrote it or how it was chosen?
I mean, if I were teaching it, I would want to know those things." And though clearly not
very impressed with thepoem ("Iwouldn't write onit; I justwouldn^t.. .. It'scompletely
uninteresting to me"), this critic did attempt to understand what the poem was
communicating, exploring it interms of"sources of imagery." Noting thatthe images ofthe
poem are largely geometrical, this critic suggested that theway to teachthispoem would be
to askthe students, "What discourse is this? Where are the images coming fi"om?" Examining
thepoem inthat way, the students would see that "these words have a history and ameaning."
Another crucial line of questioning would involve how thenarrator of thepoem is
constructing meaning: "How is this voice we see here trying to construct theworld? Using
what knowledge?" This critic noted that thestudents might point outthat thepoem was
"choppy and centerless." The "cohesive force" in this poem is "the voice that never appears,
the T that never appears. I mean, every sentence isa fi^agment, and what isbeing repressed in
this poem iswhat holds those fragments together." Generalizing this discussion ofthe poem
into an overall statement ofteaching strategy, this critic said that itwould involve exploring
"questions ofhowmeaning is being constructed."
The responses of thefour critics to this poem primarily centered onquestions of
meaning. Some, focusing ongrammar and syntax, asked what thepoem might mean ona
surface, "literal" level. Others asked what thepoem might have meant to its author or
narrator. Some suggested what the poem might mean in terms of specific social situations,
and one explored what thepoem might communicate about the way meaning is constructed.
Interestingly, at least twoofthecritics did not eTcpress a great deal ofpersonal interest inthi'g
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poem, yet all of them worked through it with the assumption that it had something to
communicate, whether or not they cared to explore what that might be. Only one critic,
implying that the poeni does not contain the necessary information to make its message
apparent, delivered a negative evaluative comment about the poem, and even that was fairly
veiled. Clearly, then, the critics perceived that their task in discussing this poem was not to
evaluate it, to judge whether or not it is a successful work, but rather to explore its meaning,
to express what ideas it communicates on different levels.
The responses of the creative writers, on the other hand, treated textual meaning only
peripherally, if at all. Instead ofthe ideas that the poem communicates, the writers were more
interested in whether or not the poem works successfully to deliver an emotional effect. Two
of the writers didnot thinkveryhighly of the poem. Onein particular hadverylittle to say
about it:
I think it kind ofcomes to somethingat the end: "spherical, cylindrical, tetrahedron /
all now, the world perfect." I guess some place iii the middle, I thought, gee, this is
kind ofclotted.... So it's kind ofclotted in the middle: "The moon, a cube," the
animalsofthe night, stacked upon each other; so you've got animals,you've got
shapes, stacked animals ... I don't know. But really, half the stuffI read in TheNew
YorkerI think, "What's this about? I don't get it."
Thiswriter's response, in its brevityand lack ofdetail, differed considerably from the
responses of the other writers, and this might be due to the fact that this writer admitted to
not having a verysubstantial background inpoetry and even to not bemg an especially bigfen
ofpoetry (earlier in the interview, thiswriterhadsuggested, "I thinkyou canget awaywith
morein poetry. Poetswould deny it, but let's face it: it's shorter, and sometimes you canget
away with this kindof obscurity because it's poetry.") At anyrate, the crux of thiswriter^s
response was to attempt to understand the situation of the poem, much like the critics had
done. However, thisvmter's analysis wasmuch more superficial and less systematic than the
investigations of thecritics; quickly recognizing thedifficulty and the ambiguity ofthetext.
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thewnter essentially dismissed thepoem, suggesting that while thepiece might have a
meaning, mimng for it wouldnot beworth the trouble. Later, thiswritermade a fewmore
comments about thepoem, clamingthat "itjust seems inelegant ~ clunky, burdened by
metaphor." The writer did, however, grant that thepoem arrives at a "settled feeling at the
end." Interestingly, these later comments were evaluative rather than analytical innature,
involving not a quest formeaning butrather an aesthetic judgment. So while this writer's
response was more smiilar to those of the critics thanwere the otherwriters' comments, this
response still differed markedly from thecritical strategy inthat itwas less systematic, more
evaluative, and ultimatelymore dismissive ofthe text.
Another wnterjudgedthe poem to be ofpoorquality but also substantiated thisbelief
infiirther depth. Upon thefirst reading ofthe poem, this writer's first reaction was, "Itlooks
tome like the kind ofthing you write when you type up a bunch ofthings and cut the slips of
paper andthrowthem away, thenput them all together arbitrarily. It lookslikeit was
arbitrarily put together from typical poetic-sounding phrases." When asked what specific
aspectsofthe poem seemed arbitrary, thewriter stated, "It doesn't connect. It doesn't flow.
The miages are asking the reader to do more work than the writer is. 'Animals ofthe night,
stacked together' ~ Where did that come from?" The use ofabstract rather than concrete
miages also troubled thewnter: '"Projected perfection and symmetry and thou^tless
equilibrium'. . . All this abstraction there, this has no place in poetry. Even though it's unified,
I suppose, bythe idea ofgeometric shapes all theway through ~ but sowhat? It doesn't do
an3ithing for me." Clearly, then, this writer's comments all centered on evaluating the quality
ofthe poem as awork ofart rather than trying tounderstand what the poem might mean in its
present state. Ultimately, in thiswriter's opinion, thepoem is unsuccessfiil because it fails to
create in the reader any kind ofemotional involvement. The issue ofprocess also emerged in
this writer's response:
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What it looks like to meis that thewriter has laid images next to each otherto seeif
they'd look like they would work, and this looks like maybe somebody's rough draft,
which isfine. I mean, that may be a good way towork poetry, to take interesting lines
and lay themnext to eachother and lookand seewhatworks, but I think that it needs
to be shaped. It doesn't do anythingto me.
This writer, then, assumed that the poem might be an earlier draft ofa potentially more
successful work, granting that this technique might be an effective way ofcomposing poetry
but suggesting that at this point, the poem's relative shapelessness reveals that it has not yet
been carefully refined. When asked what suggestions togive the poet in aworkshop setting,
this writer said.
To improve it, I would utterly simplify it, taking out all the abstraction even though
he's talking about mathematics, which is abstract. And then I would focus on just one
thing—just the sky, justthe night. I'd get the animals out ofthere; they have nothing to
dowith the organization, the symmetry, the form. AndthenTdwant it to make me
feel something. I don't care tojust work out a puzzle. And it does puzzle me, and a
puzzle really wontmove me just because it is a puzzle. It doesn't do anything tome
to solve it, to say that this is interesting. It's not. It's interesting to me when I see that
there's a heart there, that somebody's hurting, that somebody feels.
These suggestions—to unify the poem by culling out abstractions and focusing on a single
image, and also to introduce emotion into thepiece—stem, this writer claimed, from one basic
definition ofart: "Art isthe expression ofemotion. That doesn't mean the expression ofan
interesting idea or a spiritual notion; it means emotion, and ifthere's no emotion there, Tm not
interested." This writer's comprehensive response to the poem reflects many ofthe
assumptions about literature expressed bycreative writers in theprevious section ofthe
interviews: a beliefthat some literary works arebetter thanothers andthus that individual
works are improvable; abeliefin an objective set ofcriteria determining literary quality (good
art is emotional rather than intellectual, concrete rather than abstract, unified tosingular
images); and the tendency to provide evaluative rather thm analytical comments, commenting
more on the poem's success or failure toachieve effect than on its meaning The complaint
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that "the images are asking the reader to do more work than the writer is" is also noteworthy,
relating back to the previous writer's quick dismissal of the poem and highlighting a key
difference between the approaches of the critics and the writers to this piece: when confronted
by ambiguity or by apparent shapelessness, the critics expressed more ofa willingness to
attempt to understand the text as it stands, assuming that it must mean something, while the
writers' immediate reaction was, instead, to suggest that the poem should be changed.
Another writer was much more appreciative ofthe poem in its present state and also
more tolerant of the poem's ambiguity. This writer's first reaction was to state, "I suspect this
was written by somebody who is well known, if I had to guess." When asked what aspects of
the poem made it seem like the product ofan established poet, the writer produced a few
different observations. For one, "It feels like it's taking risks that have a kind of self-assurance
to them. "Blockas the night,' I mean that's a risk." Furthermore, "The ending, 'The careless
with their projected perfection,' those are nice rhythms. I wish I'd written that ending; that's
one ofmy tests, when I'm jealous." The writer also noted a few further points ofinterest:
Nice repetition, nice vowel sounds. There's a lot of economy here that I think is
interesting. Risky juxtapositions. I like it, even ifit came offa Com Flakes box. Sol
think it's fresh, I think it's surprising~I like surprise~I think there's comic risk in this
piece, and it doesn't let me rest. Maybe the end lines are taking up a series ofpuns and
I'd never get it, but that's all right in my opinion.
While this response was considerablymore positive than those ofthe previous two writers^ it
still resembles the comments ofthe writers much more than those ofthe critics because of its
tendency toward evaluativejudgments. By claiming that the poem would be acceptable even
ifthe meaning ofthe poem's puns remained ambiguous, not letting the reader rest, the
question ofwhat the poem might mean took second stage in this writer's comments to the fact
that the poemwas successful, unpredictable, and fiill of risk. Again, then, this writer, like the
previous two, respondedto the poemwith evaluative rather than analytical comments.
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As a group, the responses of the creativewriters were muchmore evaluative than
those of thecritics, focusing less onthepossible meanings of thepoem than onthe degree to
whichthe poem succeeds in creatingnoteworthy effects in the reader. The writerswho
judged the poem to beuninteresting or of inferior quality did not bother to understand the
poem as it stands, andthe onewriter whoperceived that thepoem wasworking successfully
toward a satisfying effect viewed thequestion ofthepoem's meaning to be somewhat moot.
While the critics focused ongrammar, syntax, orwhat thepoem reveals about social truths or
theconstruction ofmeaning, none of these issues proved to beofany significance to the
wnters, who were more interested indetermining whether or notthepoem "works" than in
what it might signify.
In addition to the previous poem, I asked the interviewees to respond to another brief
poem, "Dance of theMacabre Mce" byPuUtzer Prize-winning poetWallace Stevens:
In the land ofturkeys in turkey weather
At the base ofthe statue, we go round and round.
What a beautiful history, beautiful surprise!
Monsieur is on horseback. The horse is covered with mice.
Thisdancehas no name. It is a hungry dance.
We dance it out to the tip ofMonsieui^s sword,
Reading the lordlylanguage of the inscription.
Which is like athers and tambourines combmed:
The Founder ofthe State. Whoever founded
A state that was fi'ee, in the dead ofwinter, frommice?
What a beautiful tableau tinted and towering,
The armofbronze outstretched agamst all evil!
I chose this poem because it provides an uiteresting counterpart to the first. On the one hanH^
the imagery in this poem is equally as vague ofthat ofthe other, thus creating agreat deal of
ambiguity which requires the readers tocreate their own interpretations. This particular
poem, however, was wntten by awell-established poet, a poet whose reputation brings with it
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certain expectations. Whenpresenting this poemin the interviews, I indicated to the
interviewees that Wallace Stevens was theauthor inorder to test whether either group would
tend to respondmore fevorably to this poem simply on the basisofthe author's status. I
suspected that the critics, accustomed to working with "canonical" authorslikeStevens rather
than contemporary, virtually unknown poets like Hampton, would exert more of an effort to
understand thispoem, as if the name of the author carried weight which should make the
poemmore meaningfiil. Similarly, I suspected that the creativewritersmightdeliver
evaluative corrmients based ontheir previous familiarity with and appreciation (or lack
thereof ofStevens' poetry.
As expected, including Wallace Stevens' name with the poemdidnot go unnoticed:
several oftheinterviewees commented directly onthefact that this was a Stevens poem. As
one criticcomplained jokingly when shown the poem, "Oh, man, Wallace Stevens! Youneed
to have a Ph.D. justinWallace Stevens!" The writers responded similarly. One quipped,
"The second poem isbyWallace Stevens, so it's terrific, right?" Another said, "Well, Fm glad
I've never had Wallace Stevens inaworkshop, because I wouldn't know what to say to him. I
don't know how to readWallace Stevens, andwhat I love ofWallace Stevensis the most
accessible of it." Thefact that Stevens had written thepoem continued to dominate most of
the comments about the poem, even down to referring to the piece; rather than calling itby its
title oreven calhng it "the poem," the interviewees almost unanimously kept referring to it as
"the Stevens poem."
Interestingly, the critics tended to render more evaluative judgments on this second
poem than they had onthe previous one. While all four ofthe critics analyzed or at least
questioned the first poem in an attempt todetermine what itmight communicate, only one
critic took the same approach with the second one, analyzing itline-by-line and concluding
that "the whole thing sounds political, anti-establishmentarian and specifically American." The
other critics were quicker todismiss this poem. One stated, "Regarding the Stevens poem; In
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truth, nothing about the poem is interesting to me except its baffling obscurity. Td be unlikely
to assign it and even less likely to write about it—unless, maybe, I were inquiring why no one
discouraged Stevens from publishing it." Similarly, another critic stated, "I really don't like
this poem very much. The references are obscure. ... I can't imagme writing about it in a
scholarly essay—I just would never choose this poem to analyze." The reason for this
tendency to dismiss the Stevens poem might, honestly, have something to do wth pure time
constraints, since this poem was discussed late in the interview process and the critics,
thinking about what they had to do next, might not have had time to deliver in-depth
responses. However, it might also indicate a tendency on these critics' part to draw
conclusions about specific works based on prior familiaritywith the authors. Perhaps,
knowing that the poemwas written by Wallace Stevens and also knowing that Stevens either
did not greatly interest them or else was simplytoo obscure to understand, these critics felt
more comfortable delivering quick evaluative judgments and thus avoiding having to deliver
lengthy analyses than they might ifthe poet had been unknown. However, I am hesitant to
draw conclusions from these results because ofthe time fector.
The responses ofthe creative writers to this poem were fairly similar to their responses
to the first one. Again, while one writer expressed some bafflement about the meaning ofthe
text ("I don't have a cluewhat it means"), all of the writers tended to respond evaluatively
rather than analytically, indicatingwhether they liked or dislikedthe poem rather than what
they thought the poem signified. One claimed to like it "because the language and the images
surpriseme in a delightful way. .. almost like a Bob Dylan song or a Rimbaud poem, the
imagery startles and is fim even though I can't really draw a neat fittingmeaning out ofit.
Frankly, I don't know what it means. But does it have to mean? Can't it just BE, like, say, an
oldmedallion to the thumb?" Interestingly, anotherwriter referred to the same line (fromthe
ArchibaldMacLeishpoem "ArsPoetica") in responseto this poem, yet disagreed rather than
agreedwith it: "I know, I know ~ poemsshouldn't have to meanbut be. I think that's a
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crock. That's why poets get away with so much." Despite feeling confused about this poem,
however, this writer ultimatelydelivered a fairly positivejudgment about it: "Whatever he's
talking about ('the bronze arm outstretched .. .') seems hopeful, life affirming " Also
delivering an evaluative comment, another writer concluded, "That one's more accessible than
a lot of Stevens, and I like it fine." When asked what might be said to the poet in a workshop
setting, this writer answered,
What would I say? I'd say, 'Cool!' And I certainlywouldn't want to monkey around
with it. I'd say about it about what I felt about the other poem, and that's that the
person who wrote it seems pretty self-assured. My sense is that these are chances that
were consciously taken, and even though I may be a little uncomfortable with certain
things, I'm not comfortable enoughwith my own take on the overall design that I'd go
in and meddlewith it. He really sees his poemsas parables, as parabolic. And that's
fine, that's playful.
What is notable about the creativewriters' responses to this poem is that they generally took a
much more positive view ofthis poem than they did ofthe previous one. This could suggest a
few different things: Perhaps the writers, who exhibited a good deal offamiliarity with
Stevens' work, decidedthat sincethe poet has a solid reputationin the field, the poemmust be
offairly high quality. Or perhapsthe criteriawhichcontemporary writers call upon to judge
the qualityofpoems are ultimately basedon the work ofpoets like Stevens, and thus they
recognize elements suchas the ambiguous imagery, the playfulness, andthe life-affirming
philosophy as marks ofgoodpoetry. Or even, if one is to grantthe assumption that some
pieces ofliterature are indeed better thanothers, perhaps thewriters recognized that this
poemwas simply ofhigherquality than the previous one, and thus deserved praise rather than
condemnation. At any rate, for whatever the reason, allbut one of the writers responded
much more positively to thepoem byStevens thanthey did to the poem byHampton.
Overall, the responses to these two poems revealed some^rly consistent differences
between the types oftextual commentary delivered bycritics andcreative writers. Thecritics
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expressed a much greater concern fortextual meanmg than did thewriters, who mstead
tended to explore whether or not thetexts worked to deliver satisfying emotional effects.
Furthermore, while references to social or psychological factors appeared insome of the
critics' responses (inquiring into a poem from the perspective ofwomen's studies orejq)loring
what a poem reveals about how people construct meaning), these concerns were absent from
the responses of thewriters. Finally, the critics seemed concerned withextra-textual
information, wanting tounderstand what the text communicates about mtellectual history,
society, orpsychology, and thus the text itself seemed slightly secondaiy to them: they were
concerned withwhat the text communicated, not howthe text was constructed. Thewriters'
responses, onthe other hand, were very text-based, treating each poem as an mdividual entity
which either worked orfailed towork on its own terms. If they perceived that a text was
indeed working todeliver a satisfying emotional effect, the writers did not especially care
what thetextmeant, what ideas or truths it signified.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION
This study has demonstrated that creative writers and literary critics have indeed
approached texts with different assumptions about the nature ofliterature and the purpose of
textual commentary, and that many ofthese differences are still in evidence today. The
mterviews revealed that the critics, while representing several different literary theoretical
approaches, did share certain assumptions: they expressedgreater concern than did the writers
for precise definitions; they thought ofliterature as a cultural construct; they suggested that
the determination oftextual quality is relative to the reader, thus denying the existence ofan
objective set of criteria; they had little familiaritywith the discipline ofcreative writing and
thus could identify few differences between the fields; they suggested that creative writing and
literary criticism should remain separate and that creative writers without Ph.D.'s should not
be permitted to teach literature courses; and they believed that one ofthe main reasons to read
literature is to understand something about the time and culture fi"om which it emerged. The
creative writers, on the other hand, shared certain beliefs which contradict those of
contemporary literary criticism: the writers rejected more scholarly approaches to the study of
literature, approaches they associated with the cerebral concerns ofcritics; they expressed
fdth in the communicative power oflanguage and were troubled by theoretical approaches
which make the author seem "beside the pomt"; they acknowledged the mysterious nature of
the writing process yet simuhaneously viewed texts as objects which are constructed for
rhetorical purposes; they read pieces ofliterature as "open" and "fluid" rather than "fi-ozen"
and "closed"; they assumed that some pieces ofliterature are better than others and,
consequently, expressed more willingness than literary critics to accept that certain objective
standards ofaesthetic criteria can be appliedto determine the quality oftexts; and they were
less interested in liter^ meaning than in ultimate emotional effect.
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Inpractice, these dififerent assumptions led to significantly different analyses ofactual
texts. Thecritics focused ontextual meaning, seeking to determine what thetexts
conmiumcated about the authors orthe intellectual orcultural envirormients fi*om which they
had emerged. They expressed greater willingness to work through difficult passages ofthe
texts, and when confronted byambiguous sections, assumed that thetext must communicate
something if read inthe right manner. The presence ofWallace Stevens* name ononeofthe
poems did, however, seem tomake thecritics more likely to dismiss thetext without
explicating it. While their approaches were alternately grammatical, syntactical, cultural, and
psychological, then, all ofthe critics' readings were focused upon a similar attempt to
understand what the texts might communicate. The creative writers, on the other hand,
viewed the question oftextual meaning as peripheral. Rather than analyzing the texts in terms
ofcontent or using them to understand the environments from which they had originated, the
writers were mterested in evaluating them in terms ofeffect. Ifthe poems struck them as
ineffective on an emotional level, the writers suggested that certain aspects ofthe pieces
should be changed, and ifthe poems seemed to be working well toward an emotional effect,
they did not bother to examine what, specifically, the poems might mean. The presence of
Wallace Stevens' name, moreover, did not cause them totreat the second poem differently
than they had the first, except that their responses to the Stevens poem were, as awhole,
more positive than were the responses to the poem by the less experienced author. Clearly,
then, the writers approached these texts as evaluators rather than as interpreters, perceiving
thepurpose of textual commentary to bethedeterrmnation of aesthetic effectiveness rather
than the illumination ofpossible meanings.
Lest it seem that I am endorsing the opinion that the disciplines ofcreative writing and
literary criticism have nothing in common, I should reiterate that both groups ofinterviewees
suggested that the main purpose oftheir teachmg is to encourage students to read more
deeply and appreciatively. This shared beliefin the fundamental importance ofreading
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suggests that creative writing and literary criticism are simply two different sides of the same
coin. As one critic put it, "When it comes down to the individual student, there should be a
recognition that whatwe're all trying to do is get them to tap into theirhuman energy anddo
creative things which can also be rigorous and disciplinaiy." Instructors onbothsides
expressed dismay over thefact thatAmerican culture isno longer a reading culture, and so
both thecreative writers and theliterary critics believed that they were fighting thesame
battle. Forthis reason, I wholeheartedly agree with one critic's suggestion that "the idea that
we're at odds is really destructive."
In feet, myresearch hasconvinced methat the twodisciplines domisunderstand each
otherinways that keep them unnecessarily divided. Onthe onehand, thewriters I '
interviewed tended to assume that critics take overly dry and intellectual approaches to
literature, thus failing to appreciate the art's more personal and emotional aspects. This
assumption has led most ofthem to ignore thediscourse ofliterary criticism entirely, thus
causing them to miss out on the many fascinating aspects ofliterary studies that are currently
being explored bycritics around thecountry. It would help writers like these to xmderstand
that many ofthe critics got involved intheir field for the same reasons the writers did: they
loved to read, longed tounderstand more about the world ofliterature, and hoped to help the
next generation appreciate the literary experience asmuch as they did. And while thewriters
tended to view critical discourse asuninteresting, the critics tended to view creative writers as
underqualified, assummg that even though creative writers might know quite a bit about the
wnting process, they should not be allowed to teach literature classes to students. It would
help these critics to understand that the more aesthetically-oriented, evaluative approaches
which creativewnters bring to texts are not peripheral to the study ofliterature at all, but are
in fact seeking to answer certain important questions: Howdoesliterature workto achieve its
effects? Howdo certain structural or syntactical choices influence theultimate emotional
impacts ofawork? On what criteria are our aesthetic values based, and how effectively do
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these criteria work? What can individual texts teach us about how they are structured? Even
while creative writers are primarily interested in aesthetic questions while literary critics are
more absorbed by cultural questions, I think that it would benefit both disciplines to begin
regarding themselves not as completely separate enterprises, but rather as alternate
approaches to the same overall question: What can literature teach us?
As a student ofboth disciplines, I am convinced that they have enough in common to
mutually benefit each other ifthey would work together. Yet is it possible, at this point in
their evolution, for the two disciplines to begin to reconcile their differences, or are there
simplytoo many negative feelings on both sides of the issue? In his textbook Textual
Intervention: Critical andCreative Strategiesfor Literary Studies, Rob Pope offers one
interestingway to merge the disciplines. Intended to be used in literature classes, this
textbook offers a methodology which requires students to "engage in structured yet playful
rewriting ofany text they meet" (xiv). The instructor gives assignmentsbased on several
different aspects ofthe texts: students might be asked to rewrite stories fi'omdifferent cultural
perspectives, in the forms ofdifferentgenres, or with different endings; they might be asked to
imitatethe styles ofcertainpoets, or rewrite sections ofplayswith new charactersinserted.
Thismethod ofteachingallows the instructorto bringcritically important questions to bear in
the classroom,while also encouraging the students to understand literature not as a distant,
scholarlyenterprise, a world ofdry, closed texts, but rather as a fluid, livingdiscourse in
whichtexts are open to creative reinterpretation. Mergingaspects ofliterary criticism and
creative writing, this alternative classroom environment enables students to understand
literature fi'om a critical perspective while simultaneously experiencing thewriting process
first-hand. Ideally, suchan approach wouldteach students that, indeed, literary criticism and
creative writing are ultimately concerned with the same fundamental phenomenon. This
approach demonstrates that it is mdeed possible for the two disciplines to work together
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constructively. It would ultimately provebeneficial to both creative writing and literary
criticism to actively seek out such ways ofmerging critical and creative strategies.
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